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1. Basic definitions and motivation

Dividing a set of objects into classes according to certain rules is a fundamental
process in mathematics. A simple set of rules determines for each pair of objects
whether they are allowed in the same class or not. Graph colouring theory deals
with exactly this situation. The objects form the node set V(G) of a graph G, two
nodes being joined by an edge in G iff they are not allowed in the same class. To
distinguish the classes we use a set of colours C, and the division into classes is
given by a colouring ,p: V(G)--+ C, where xy E E(G) => ,p(x) t= ,p(y). Thus
nodes of the same colour form a stable set . The set C of colours can be any set,
however in this chapter we shall restrict ourselves to C finite . Since the names and
nature of the colours are irrelevant, most often we let C be a finite ordinal number,
i.e. C = Nk = {1 , 2, . . . ,k} for some k EN.
We shall assume that all graphs are simple, except if explicitly stated otherwise.
If ,p is a colouring of G with colours C and ICI = k, then ,p is a k-colouring and
G is k-colourable. We do not require all colours to be used, hence a k-colourable
graph is also ( k + 1)-colourable. The smallest value of k for which G is k-colourable
is the chromatic number x(G) of G. If x(G) = k, but x(G') < k for any proper
subgraph of G, then G is k-critical. If x(G - t) < x(G) for t E V(G) U E(G),
then t is a critical element of G. Hence G is critical iff all nodes and edges are
critical. The k-critical graphs were first defined, studied and used by Dirac (1951 ;
1952a; 1952b; 1952c; 1953} . The only k-critical graphs for k = 1, 2 are the complete
graphs K 1 and K 2 . A result of Konig (1916; 1936, Satz X.12) is equivalent to the
statement that the 3-critical graphs are the odd circuits:

{1.1} Theorem. A graph G is 2-colourable iff G contains no odd circuit.
Proof. If G contains an odd circuit C then x( G) 2'.: x( C) = 3. Conversely, if G
contains no odd circuit, then the distance classes of G w .r. t . a node x E V ( G) are
all stable and hence can be coloured alternately by two colours.
□
No reasonable characterization of the 4-critical graphs, or equivalently of 3colourability seems possible, in fact the 4-critical graphs form a very unruly class,
as we shall see.
The following theorem by De Bruijn and Erdos (1951} shows that we may
restrict our attention to finite graphs, in particular all critical graphs are finite:
1.1

(1.2) Theorem. If all finite subgraphs of an infinite graph Gare k-colourable then
G is k-colourable.

Proof. The theorem follows from compactness results in logic. A direct proof can
be given as follows . Let G be a possible counterexample. By Zorn's Lemma G may
be assumed to the maximal, i. e. the addition of any new edge e to G gives a finite
subgraph G. of G + e which is not k-colourable. Suppose xy '/:. E(G), yz '/:. E(G),
but xz E E(G). Then (Gxy -xy) U (Gy, -yz) + xz would be a finite subgraph of G
which is not k-colourable. Hence non-adjacency is an equivalence relation on V(G).
Since G is not k-colourable the number of equivalence classes is at least k + 1, but
D
then Kk+i ~ G . Contradiction.
Not only colouring theory, but much of graph theory, had its beginnings in
work on the four colour problem of F. Guthrie, asking if any planar graph is
4-colourable. Well written accounts are contained in the monographs by Ringel
(1959), Ore (1967), Saaty and Kainen (1977) and Barnette (1983). The four colour
problem was mentioned in a letter from A. De Morgan to W.R. Hamilton in 1852,
and seems first mentioned in print in 1860 by De Morgan, as discovered by Wilson
(1976) . A proposed solution by Kempe (1878) stood for more than a decade until
it was refuted by Heawood (1890) in his first paper . Heawood (1890) proved the
five colour theorem, extended the problem to higher surfaces by giving a sufficient
number of colours for each surface and showing the number 7 of colours to be
necessary and sufficient for the torus. Moreover Heawood considered maps with
countries constisting of more than one connected part . Dirac (1963) contains an
excellent survey of Heawood's achievements.
After many attempts and partial results on the four colour problem throughout this century by many mathematicians, Appel and Haken (1976) announced a
complete proof, published in Appel and Haken (1977a) and Appel, Haken and Koch
(1977) . The proof is based on the same basic idea as Kempe's proof, which is to
find a set of unavoidable configurations, all being reducible in the sense that a 4colouring of a planar graph containing one of the configurations can be obtained
from a 4-colouring of a smaller reduced planar graph. But where Kempe's unavoidable coufigurations were nodes of degree 3, 4 or 5, Appel and Haken 's initial set had
1936 configurations (in Appel and Haken (1977a) it was announced that a proof
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only 1405 configurations is possible). The detailed techniques of Appel and Haken
are further developments of methods of Heesch (1969), who was the first to strongly
emphasize a possible proof of the four colour theorem along these lines. Several surveys of the proof exists, for example Appel and Haken (1976b) and Woodal and
Wilson (1978). Due to its length and its extensive use of computer-verification of
reducibility, the proof of Appel and Haken is still surrounded by some controversy.
In any case it is safe to say that the last word on the four colour problem has not
been said.

But even if we accept that there is only little more to add about the four
colour problem, colouring theory remains at the center of graph theory activity.
There are still very many attractive and easily formulated unsolved problems to
consider. Tutte (1978) says "The Four Colour Theorem is the tip of the iceberg,
the thin end of the wedge and the first cuckoo of spring", and he describes several
difficult conjectures generalizing the four colour theorem, among them the famous
conjecture of Hadwiger (1943), which may be formulated as follows :

( 1.3) Conjecture. Let 9 be a class of graphs closed under deletions (of nodes and
/or edges) and contractions of edges (removing possible loops and parallel edges
that might arise) . Then the maximum chromatic number x of the graphs in 9
equals the size k of a largest complete graph in 9-

For k = 3 this was proved by Dirac (1952), and the case k = 4 not only implies,
but is equivalent to the four colour theorem, as proved by Wagner (1937). That
( 1.3) is true when 9 are all graphs embeddable on a surface S ( different from the
sphere), follows from a result of Ringel (1954) in the non-orientable case, and from
the work of several mathematicians, most of all Ringel and Youngs ( 1968), in the
orientable case, as described well in the monograph of Ringel (1974) .
As somewhat different examples of unsolved problems, here are two of the
favourites of Erdos (1981) :
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(1.4) Problem. Let G be the union of at most k complete k-graphs of which any
two have at most one vertex in common. ls G k-colourable?

(1.5) Problem. Let V(G) = R2, i.e. the nodes of Gare all the points in the plane,
where xy E E(G) ifI x and y have distance 1. What is x(G)?

(1.4) is due to Erdos, Faber and Lovasz, and Erdos (1981) offers 500 dollars for
a proof or a disproof. (1.5) is due to Hadwiger and Nelson (see Hadwiger (1961)).
By Theorem (1.2) it is sufficient to consider finite subgraphs of G. It is known that

4:Sx(G):S7.

In addition to its role in colouring theory, the chromatic number has a central
position in graph theory generally. A good illustration of this is the theorem of
Erdos and Stone (1946) and Erdos and Simonovits (1966): Let G be a fixed graph
with at least one edge. For n 2: IV(G)I define f(n, G) to be the maximum number
of edges possible in a graph on n vertices not containing G as a subgraph. This
extremal function, apparently with no connection to colouring, depends on x(G) :

(1.6) Theorem. f(n, G)/n 2

-+

½(x(G) - 2)/(x(G) - 1) for n-+

oo.

Finally, although graph colouring theory has a recreational background, there
are "real world" applications. For example, time tabling problems are basically
graph colouring problems, where the activities to be scheduled are represented by
nodes, two nodes being joined by an edge iff the corresponding activities are in
conflict. Thus the times to be assigned to the activities correspond to colours.

1.4

2. Constructions and examples

This section may be considered to be negative in nature. By exhibiting a rich
variety of examples, the chromatic number of .a graph G is seen not to have very
strong implications for the structure and properties of G, even when G is critical.

Sparse graphs
Obviously w(G) :'.S x(G), where w(G) denotes the size of a largest complete
subgraph of G. Moreover w(G) = I implies x(G) = I. Zykov (1949) showed by
examples that apart from these there are no relations between w and x in general.
In particular

(2.1) Theorem. For all k there exists k-chromatic triangle-free graphs Gk, i.e.
x(Gk) = k and Gk °R_ Ka .

We shall present several constructions proving Theorem (2.1) . In each case it
will be clear that the obtained graphs are triangle-free. A survey of results related
to Theorem (2.1) was given by Sachs (1969) .

First construction for (2.1). (Descartes (1947; 1948a) for k = 4; Descartes
(1954); Kelly and Kelly (1954)) . Fork= 1,2,3 respectively the graphs K1,K2
and (2a + !)-circuits with a ~ 2 are examples . Assume by induction that a Gk - l
on r vertices has been obtained . Take ( (r - l)(; - i) + l) disjoint copies of Gk - l,
corresponding to the subsets of size r of a set V of (r - l)(k - I)+ 1 new nodes.
Then Gk is obtained from the copies of Gk-1 and V by joining each copy of Gk - 1
to the corresponding subset of V of size r by r independent edges, i.e. r edges with
no common ends.
Colouring the copies of G k- l by colours 1, 2, .. . , k - l and all the nodes of V by
colour k, shows x(Gk) '.S k. On the other hand, if Gk had a (k-1)-colouring, then,
since IVI = (r - l)(k - 1) + 1, some r nodes of V would all be coloured alike. But
then the copy of Gk - l corresponding to these r nodes would be (k - 2)-colourable.
Contradiction. Hence x(Gk) = k.
□
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It seems not to be known if these graphs are all critical. However, they show
more than is asked for, namely the existence of k-chromatic graphs without circuits
of length ~ 5. Erdos {1959), by probabilistic non-constructive arguments, extended
Theorem {2.1) :

(2.2} Theorem. For all k and
of length ~ e.

e there exists

k-chromatic graphs without circuits

Extending the domain of operations to hypergraphs, Lovasz {1968) gave a constructive proof of Theorem (2.2), that was later simplified by Nesettil and Rodi (1979).
(See the proof of Theorem (2.7) below).

Second construction for (2.1}. (Zykov (1949); Schauble {1969)). By induction
we assume that G 1, G 2, ... , Gk-l have been obtained. Take disjoint copies of these.
Let V be a set of /V(Gi)/ · /V(G2)/ · · · /V(Gk _i)/ new nodes corresponding to all
selections of one vertex from each of G1,G2,• ..,Gk- l• Then Gk is obtained from
G 1, G2, ... , Gk-land V by joining each node x EV to its corresponding set of k-1
nodes, one node from each G;.

Gk is k-colourable. On the other hand, if Gk had a {k-1)-colouring, then G 1
would have a node x 1 , of some colour i 1, G 2 would have a node x 2 of a colour i 2
different from i 1, G 3 would have a node X3 of a colour i 3 different from i 1 and i 2
etc. The node v of V joined to x 1, xz, ... , Xk - 1 would be joined to all colours of the
(k - 1)-colouring. Contradiction. Hence x(Gk) = k.
tJ

Schauble {1969) proved that the above construction, which is a refinement of
Zykov's, produces a k-critical Gk from critical G 1 , G 2 , ... , Gk-I·

Third construction for (2.1} {Mycielski {1955)). By induction we assume that
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Gk-I has been obtained. For each node x of Gk - I make a new copy x' of x and
join x' to all the neighbours of x in Gk-I• Add one extra new node y joined to all
the copies of nodes from Gk-I• The graph obtained is Gk.
It is not difficult to k-colour Gk. On the other hand, a (k - 1)-colouring of Gk
would induce a (k - 1)-colouring of Gk-I· Each colour i would be used somewhere
in Gk-I at a node x joined to all other colours (otherwise the colour i could be
eliminated from the (k-1)-colouring of Gk_1 ). Then x' would have colour i as well,
but then y would be joined to all k - l colours. Contradiction. Hence x( G) = k . □
Schauble (1969) observed that Mycielski's Gk is k-critical if Gk-I is (k - 1)critical. In fact, starting from G 2 = K 2 , the obtained Ga and G 4 are the unique
smallest 3- and 4-chromatic graphs without triangles (Chvatal (1973)). Gk has
3 • 2k- 2 - 1 nodes. However, for large values of k much smaller examples for (2.1)
exist.

Fourth construction for (2.1). (Erdos (1959)). Let V(G) be all points in Rd of
distance ~ r from the origin having integer coordinates. Moreover xy E E( G) iff x
and y have distance > ry'3.
jV(G)I is approximately the volume rd · Vd of the sphere of radius r in Rd, where
Vd is the volume of the unit sphere. A set of independent nodes has diameter at
most ry'3, and hence has size at most, approximately, the volume (rv'3/2)d · Vd of a
sphere of diameter rv'3, by a theorem of I. Kubota and P. Urysohn, (see Bonnesen
and Fenchel (1934)). Hence x(G) 2::: jV(G)l/a(G) 2::: (2/v'3)d 2::: k ford sufficiently
large. Gk is any k-chromatic subgraph of such a G.
□
The above is just an outline. In making the proof precise, with r = 100./d, it
can be proved that IV (G) I S (x( G) )50 , thus showing constructively that the size
of a smallest Gk in Theorem (2 .1) is bounded by a polynomial ink. In fact, Erdos
(1961; 1967) obtained (2.3) by probabilistic methods and asked (2.4) .

(2.3) Theorem. For all t > 0 there is a natural number k 0 (t) such that for all
k 2::: k 0 (t) there exists a triangle-free k-chromatic graph on at most k2+• nodes.

(2.4) Problem. Does there exist a constant c such that for all k there are triangle2.3

free k-chromatic graphs on at most ck 2 nodes?

Fifth construction for (2.1). (Erdos and Hajnal (1967)). Let V(G) be the points
of distance 1 from the origin in Rd, i. e. V(G) = sd-l_ Moreover, for some small
fixed £ > 0, let xy E E( G) iff x and y have distance 2: 2 - £, i.e. x and y are almost
antipodal. If sd-l is represented as the union of d closed sets, then one of these
must contain antipodal points, by a theorem of K. Borsuk in algebraic topology.
Hence x(G) 2: d + 1 (in fact x(G) = d + 1).
□
The above graphs G are infinite, but by Theorem ( 1.2) they contain finite
graphs Gk, These graphs have 4-circuits, but all odd circuits are long.

Sixth construction for (2.1) (Kneser (1955-56), Lovasz (1978), Schrijver (1978)).
Let X = {l,2, ... ,2n+k} and define the Kneser graph KGn,k by V(KGn,k) =
{xix ~ X and lxl = n} and E(KGn,k) = {xyjx n y = 0}. rf k :S n - 1 then
KGn,k °R_ K3. The Schrijver graph SGn,k is the subgraph of KGn,k induced by
X' = {x'lx' E X and x' does not contain two consecutive elements in the cyclic
order (1,2, ... ,2n + k, l)}.
If K; denotes those nodes having least element i, then K 1 , K 2, . .. , Kk+i, V (KGn,k)K 1 - K2 - · · · - Kk+l defines a (k + 2)-colouring of KGn,k · Without proof we state
that x(KGn,k) = x(SGn,k) = k + 2.
□
Kneser (1955) observed x(GKn,k) :S k + 2, and equality was proved by Lovasz
(1978) using Borsuk's theorem, and subsequently more simply by Barany (1978)
using a further topological result of D. Gale. Schrijver (1978) proved that all nodes
of SGn,k are critical.
Let C be an odd circuit of length £°in KGn,k· For each xy E E(C) consider
the k-set X - x-y. Since C is odd these k-sets cover X, hence f_ 2: (2n + k)/k. By
a well-known combinatorial result (see Ryser (1963, Lemma 2.3)), the graph SGn,k
has ( (2n + k) / (n + k)) · ( ntk) nodes. For each k 2: 2 this implies the existence
of infinitely many (k + 2)-chromatic graphs G in which each odd circuit has length
2: Ck · jV(G)j 1/k_ Fork= 2 the first such graphs were obtained by Gallai (1963a).
Kierstead, Szemeredi and Trotter (1984) proved the above order of magnitude to
be best possible. For circuits in general the corresponding order of magnitude is
only c · log l(V(G)I/ log k, as proved by Erdos (1959; 1962).
2.4

Finally let us mention without proof the following remarkable result due to
Muller (1975; 1979) . The proof of the second part uses Theorem (2 .2). The case
r = 1 of Theorem (2.5) implies the existence of uniquely k-colourable graphs without
short circuits. This existence was obtained independently by probabilistic methods
by E. Artzy and Erdos (1974) and by Bollobas and Saur (1976).

(2.5) Theorem. Let A be a set of nodes, and let Pi, P 2 , • •. P, denote different
partitions of A into at most k classes (k ~ 3) . Then there exists a k-chromatic graph
G with A ~ V ( G) such that G has precisely r different k-colourings 'P1, 'P2, ... 'Pr
(where renaming or permuting the colours does not count as different colourings),
and for all i the restriction of <p; to A partitions A into colour classes like P; .
Moreover for a given i, there exists such a G in which all circuits have length ~ i
and any two nodes of A distance ~ i.

Hypergraphs
In a hypergraph H the edges are subsets of the node set V(H) . The edges may
be of arbitrary, not necessarily equal, size ~ 2. A colouring of H is a mapping
<p : V(H) - + C, where l'P(A)I ~ 2 for all edges A E E(H) . This fruitful definition
is due to Erdos and Hajnal (1966) . A 2-critical hypergraph H has just one edge,
i.e. E(H) = {V(H)}. No reasonable characterization of the 3-critical hypergraphs,
or equivalently the 2-colourable hypergraphs, seems possible. An example of a 3uniform {i.e. all edges have size 3), 3-critical hypergraph is the finite projective plane
of order 2, also called the Fano configuration, on 7 nodes and 7 edges. An example
of an r-uniform k-critical hypergraph is a set of (r - l)(k - 1) + 1 nodes together
with all subsets of sizer as edges. Other examples can be found e.g. in Toft (1975) .
Any k-chromatic or k-critical hypergraph with k ~ 4 can be transformed into a
similar graph, as we shall see. The first construction for (2.1) by Descartes {1948a;
1954) is an example of this transformation, studied more generally by Toft (1974a).
From a graph G, a node x of G and a set X of nodes disjoint from G of size
at most deg(x), a new graph G' can be obtained by splitting x into X, i.e. G' is
obtained from X and G - x by joining each node of X to one or more neighbours
of x, such that each neighbour of x is joined to at least one node of X. If each
neighbour of xis joined to exactly one node of X, then the splitting is proper.
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(2.6) Theorem. Let H beak-chromatic hypergraph (or graph) and let A be an
edge of H. Let G beak-chromatic graph disjoint from H with a node x E V(G) of
degree 2: jAj. Obtain the hypergraph H' from H with A removed as an edge and
from G by a proper splitting of x into A. Then:
(a) x(H ') 2: k.
(b) If H and G are k-critical, then H' is k-critical in at least these cases:

(i) deg(x) ~ 2k - 4;

(ii)

IAI = 2 and

the graph obtained from G by the proper splitting of x into

A is ( k - 1)-colourable;

(iii) G consists of an odd circuit C completely joined to ·a

Kk-3

containing x.

Proof of (a) . If H' had a (k - 1)-colouring, then, since x(H) = k, the nodes of A
would all have the same colour, and hence G would be ( k - 1)-colourable. Therefore
x(H') 2: k.
The proof of (b) is more tedious, but not difficult (see Toft (1974a)) .

□

If H is k-critical with no other edge than possibly A having size 2: 3 and if G
is k-critical with deg(x) = k - 1 2: IAI, then H' is k-critical with a non-trivial cut
(i.e. both sides of the cut have 2: 2 nodes) of k - 1 edges. Any such H' can be
obtained in this way, as proved by Gallai (unpublished) and Toft (1974b).

If H is a k-critical graph and G satisfies the condition in (b )(ii), then H' is a
k-critical graph containing a cut set of two nodes. Any such H' can. be obtained in
this way, as proved by Dirac (1953; 1964a), (see also Gallai (1963a)) .

Theorem (2.6) is not deep, but it can be used to construct a variety of critical
graphs, because we can operate free of the constraint in graph theory that all edges
have to be of size 2. The following constructive proof of the extension to hypergraphs
of Theorem (2.1), due to Nesetfil and Rodi (1979), illustrates the same: even if we
are only interested in graphs, the hypergraphs are indispensable in the construction.
A circuit in a hypergraph consists of an alternating sequence of nodes and
edges x1A1x2A2x3A3 . .. xeAex1(f 2: 2), where x1 E At n A1, x; E A; - 1 n A; for
i = 2, ... , £ and the nodes X1, x2, ... , Xt are all different and at least two of the
edges are different. The number £ is the length of the circuit.
(2. 7) Theorem. Given r 2: 2, k ;=:: 2 and I. 2: 2, there exists an r-uniform kchromatic hypergraph H(r, k, I.) in which all circuits have length 2: I..
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Proof. Let N = (r - l)(k - 1) + 1. An N-partite hypergraph H has its nodes
divided into N classes X1 , X2, . .. , XN such that each edge contains at most one
node from each class. If JXil = x and Y is an x-uniform hypergraph, then Y *i H
is obtained from V(Y) and disjoint copies H1, H 2 , ••• , HIE(Y)I of H corresponding
to the edges of A1, A2, ... , AIE(Y)I of Y by identifying the jth class Xj of [[i with
the subset A; of V(Y) for each i = 1, 2, ... JE(Y)J. The hypergraph Y *i H is also
N-partite by the partition uXf, uXt .. . ,UXJ_ 1 ,V(Y),uXj, ... ,UXJv, where all
the unions are over i = 1, 2, ... , JE(Y)J . If Y has all circuits of length ~ f. - 1 and
H has all circuits of length ~ l then Y *i H has all circuits of length ~ l, as is
easily seen.
Suppose by induction over l that we have obtained H(r, k, l - 1) for all r ~ 2.
Define now Mi, M2, ... , MN+I as follows. M 1 is an N-partite r-uniform hypergraph
with all circuits of length ~ l, such that for any r of the classes in the N-partition
there is an edge meeting exactly these classes (M1 might for example consist of
disjoint edges). For i ~ 1 let M;+1 = Y; *i M;, where Y; is a H(JXtJ, k, l - 1) and
XJ denotes the jth class in the N-partition of M; . By the above remarks all circuits
of M1, M2, . . . , MN+l have lengths~ f..
Assume that MN+i has a (k - 1)-colouring. Since x(YN) ~ k there is a copy
of MN in MN+I in which
is monochromatic, i.e. has only one colour. Since
x(YN-d ~
in this copy of MN there is a copy of MN-l in which
is
1
1
monochromatic, and since
is a subset of the Nth class of MN, also
is
monochomatic. Continuing like this we conclude that there is a ( k - 1)-colouring of
M 1 in which all the N classes are monochromatic. But since N = (r - l)(k-1) + 1
at least r of the classes thus get the same colour in the ( k - 1)-colouring, and hence
by the definition of M 1 there is an edge A which is monochromatic. Since A is also

k,

xt

X;t~:

xJ::-

xJ::-

an edge of MN+I, this is a contradiction. Hence x(MN+d ~ k, and MN+I contains
H(r, k, l) .
□

a

Critical graphs
Since the k-critical graphs are minimal k-chomatic one might expect them to
have relatively few edges. However for k ~ 4 there exists positive constants ak
and infinitely many k-critical graphs G with ~ akJV(G)J 2 edges. Dirac {1952a)
observed:
2.7

(2.8) Theorem. Let G 1 and G 2 denote disjoint graphs and let G 1 * G2 denote the
graph obtained from G 1 and G 2 by joining each node of G 1 to each node of G2 by
an edge. Then x(G 1 * G2) = x(Gi) + x(G2), Moreover G1 * G2 is critical iff G1
and G2 are critical.

The proof of (2.8) is straightforward. Letting G 1 and G 2 be odd circuits of
the same length n, Dirac (1952a) thus obtained 6-critical graphs on 2n nodes and
n 2 + 2n edges, thereby getting a 6 = 1/4 and answering a question of P. Erdos. For
k = 4 one may similarly let G 1 and G 2 be 2-critical hypergraphs of the same size n.
Then G 1 * G 2 is a 4-critical hyper graph with n 2 edges of size 2 and two edges of size
n . Reducing G 1 * G 2 to a 4-critical graph G by Theorem (2.6)(b )(iii), one may, for n
odd, obtain a G on 4n nodes and n 2 + 4n edges. These and other similar examples
were obtained by Toft (1970). The best possible values of ak are not known, and
the above values a 4 = 1/16 and a6 = 1/4 are the best known at present.
In the above examples most edges are concentrated in 2-colourable subgraphs,
but V. Rodi and Stiebitz (1985) proved that this need not be so.

(2.9) Theorem. For k ~ 4 there exist positive constants bk and infinitely many
k-critical graphs G such that it requires the removal of~ b1<IV{G)l 2 edges from G
to reduce the chromatic number to k - 2.

Proof. We shall carry out the construction for k = 4 only. Let A 1 , A2, A 3 , A4, As
be disjoint sets of n nodes each, n ~ 2. Join A; to A;+ 1 , i = 1,2,3,4, and As to
A 1 by all possible edges. Add the five hyperedges A 1 U A 3 , A 2 u A 4 , A 3 u As, A 4 u
A1, A5 U A2 of size 2n. The hypergraph H obtained is 4-critical. Reducing H to a
4-critical graph by Theorem {2.6){b )(iii), one may obtain a G on 15n + 5 nodes such
that the removal of at least n 2 edges from G is required to reduce the chromatic
number to 2.
□

As a further surprise, the maximum number a( G) of nodes in a stable set in
a k-critical graph (k ~ 4), may exceed any fixed proportion of the total number of
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nodes, as proved by Brown and Moon (1969) . Simonovits (1972) gave an alternative
proof, based only on the existence of k-critical graphs with many edges. He noticed
that splitting a node of a k-critical graph into new nodes corresponding to all
subsets of size k - 1 of the neighbours of x in G, and joining each new node to
its corresponding subset, produces a new graph G' with x( G'} = k. Moreover a
k-critical subgraph G" of G' is obtained by removing a subset of the new nodes.
Since each neighbour y of x will still be joined to at least one new node (because

x( G - xy) = k - 1), it follows that at least deg( x) / (k - 1) new nodes remain in G".
If G has many edges, then splitting all nodes in a colour class incident with many
edges produces a k-critical graph with a large stable set consisting of new nodes.
The order of magnitude is as in the construction of Brown and Moon. Lovasz (1973)
proved this order of magnitude to be best possible for k = 4 and generalized to all

k 2': 4.

(2.10) Theorem. For k ~ 4, let ak(n) denote the maximum number of nodes
possible is a stable set of nodes in a k-critical graph on n nodes. Then for infinitely
many values of n.

(i)
and for all values of n
(ii}

O'k(n) Sn - k

6 ·n

1/(k 2)

-

Proof. Let G' be obtained from i-critical graphs G;, i = 1, 2, ... , k-1, as in the second construction for (2.1) by Zykov and Schauble, where each of G 3 , G 4 , ···,Gk- I
has N nodes, except that we shall let G2 be a 2-critical hypergraph, also on N
nodes. Hence G' has precisely one hyperedge, and it may be reduced to a k-critical
graph G by Theorem (2.6)(b)(iii) . This G has n 2': o-(G) ~ Nk-z, and hence we get

(i) :
n - ak(n) Sn - a(G)

S (k - l)N + 2 S k · NS k · n 1f (k-Z)

Lovasz' proof of (ii) is an interesting application of a linear algebra technique.
Let G beak-critical graph on n nodes with a stable set S of sizes= ak(n). By the
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splitting argument of Simonovits (1972) we may assume that all nodes of S have
degree k - 1 in G (otherwise split the nodes of S; the theorem for the new graph
implies the theorem for G). Let T be the t = n - ak(n) nodes of G outside S,
and let A; be the set of k - 1 neighbours in T of node i from S for i = 1, 2, ... , s.
Let B 1 , B 2 , . . . , Bq be all subsets of T of size k - 2, i.e. q = ( k~ 2 ). Finally, let
M = {m;j} be the s x q-matrix with m;j = 1 if Ai ~ Bj and m;j = 0 otherwise.
We shall prove below that the rank ofM over GF[2] is s. Hence s ~ q, and
therefore
n

=s +t ~

(k

~ 2) + t ~

~k- ~k;)2!

~ ( k ~ 2) k-2

where we use i! 2: 2(i/e)i by Sterling's formula. Then we obtain (ii):

n - ak(n)

= t 2:

(

k; 2).

n1/( k- 2) 2: ~n1/{k - 2)_

To see that the rank of M over GF [2] is s, colour the subgraph G[T] of G
induced by T with k - 1 colours 1, 2, ... , k - 1 in such a way that only A 1 of
A 1, A2, ···,A. get all k - 1 colours. This is possible since node 1 of S is critical in
G. The total number of pairs (i , j), where B 1 have colours 1, 2, . .. , k-2, A;:::) Bj,
and i E { 1, 2, ... , r} is an odd number, since there is exactly 1 pair for i = 1 and
0 or 2 pairs for i = 2, ... , r. Hence at least one Bj must be contained in an odd
number of A1, A2, ... , A,; but then the rows of M corresponding to A 1 , A 2, ... , A,
do not have sum 0. This argument shows that no subset of the rows has sum O,
and hence the s rows are linearly independent over GF [2] .
□

Using the splitting process of Simonovits, but splitting into nodes of large
degree, Simonovits (1972) and Toft (1972a) independently proved :

(2.11) Theorem. There exist infinitely many 4-critical graphs G for which the
minimum degree 6 ( G) is at least ( ½• IV (G) I) 113 •

Notice that Dirac's 6-critical graphs G on many edges has 6 ( G) 2: c • IV (G) I- It is
not known if a similar result holds for 4-critical graphs.
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The results (2.9), (2.10) and (2.11) are in sharp contrast to the situation for
k = 3, i.e. for the odd cycles. A further such result, based on the existence of
4-critical graphs with many edges, was obtained by V. Rodi and published by Toft
(1985) :

(2.12) Theorem. There exists a constant c > 1 such that the number of nonisomorphic 4-critical graphs on n vertices is > c<n') .
Finally, let us exhibit an interesting class of critical graphs due to T . Gallai
(unpublished), but independently discovered by others in special cases. The graphs
are described by Krusenstjerna-Hafstr¢m and Toft (1981).

(2.13) Theorem. Let C2n+1 [G 1, G2, ... , G2,.+1l denote a graph G obtained from
an odd circuit of length 2n + 1 by replacing node i by the j;-critical graph G; for
i = 1, 2, . .. , 2n+ I, and joining any two neighbouring G; and G;H, including G2,.+ 1
and G 1, by all possible edges. Then G is k-critical iff

= 1, 2, . . . , 2n, and J2n+i + ii

(i)

Ji+ Ji+l

~

(ii)

j; +ii+

. . . + J2n+1 = (k - I)· n + I

k - 1 for i

~ k -

1, and

We shall not prove (2.13), however let us see that a G satisfying (ii) has
x( G) 2:': k. Each colour in a x( G)-colouring of G is used in at most n of the
G1, G2, ... , G2,.+1, hence the number of pairs (c, Gi), where c is a colour used in
G; is at most x(G) • n . On the other hand the number of such pairs is at least
(k - 1) • n + 1 by (ii) . Hence (k - 1) · n + 1 2:': x(G) • n, and therefore x(G) 2:': k.
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3. Algorithmic aspects
The rich variety in the structure of k-chromatic graphs is reflected in the difficulty to determine x( G) for a given G. Johnson ( 1978a) remarked that all the
known graph colouring algorithms are horrible, and that all the unknown graph
colouring algorithms are probably not much better. Much can be said to support
these statements, as we shall see, the codewords being "worst case behaviour" and
"NP-completeness". A graph colouring algorithm A is an algorithm that applied to any graph G produces a colouring of the nodes of G. The number of colours
that A uses on G is denoted by A(G). Ideally we would like A to be efficient and
A(G) to be equal to or close to x(G). The performance guarantee A(n) of A is
the maximum of A(G)/x(G) taken over all graphs G on n nodes.

Polynomial colouring algorithms
Efficiency of an algorithm is measured by its number of steps (or its running
time) as a function of the size of the input . A polynomial algorithm is one in
which this measure is bounded from above by a polynomial function . As has been
common since the mid 1960's, we shall equate efficient algorithms with polynomial
ones.
There are two basic types of polynomial graph colouring algorithms, sequential colouring and maximal stable set colouring . In a sequential colouring
the nodes of the input graph G are ordered and then coloured in this order by
colours 1, 2, 3, ... giving each node the least colour possible. In a maximal stable
set colouring the nodes are also considered in some order, giving a node the colour
1 whenever it is not joined to a node already coloured 1. When no more nodes can
be coloured 1, all the nodes of colour 1 are removed and the colouring continues
likewise with colour 2 on the remaining graph, etc . The nodes of colour i form a
maximal stable set in G - Vi - V2 - · · · - Vi- 1, where Vi are the nodes of colour
j. The number of colours used will depend on the order in which the nodes are
considered, in fact there will always be orderings giving ax( G)-colouring of G, but
no polynomial algorithms to find such orderings are known. A possible polynomial
ordering for sequential colouring is a smallest last ordering in which the node
x; in the order X1, x2, . . . , Xn is of smallest degree in G - Xn - Xn - I - · · · - x;+1,
or a largest first ordering in which the nodes are ordered by non-increasing degrees. The philosophy behind these orderings is to create, by each colouring of a
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node, as few restrictions for the later nodes as possible. Polynomial graph colouring
algorithms of the above types with various refinements, are described by Matula,
Marble and Isaacson (1972) . A more recent survey was presented by Manvel (1985).
For each of 13 different versions of such polynomial graph colouring algorithms
Johnson (1974) gave infinite classes of graphs, where the algorithms perform poorly.
For example, let G be a bipartite graph with nodes Xi, x2, ... , Xn and Yi, Y2, ... , Yn
in the two sides and with all possible edges x;y; with i f. j. Then a sequential
colouring with the ordering Xn,Yn,Xn - l,Yn -- 2,···,xJ,Y1 uses n colours on th e 2colourable graph G . The above is a largest first ordering, but not a smallest last
ordering. Add 3n new nodes to each side and join each x; and Yi to 2i of the
new nodes in the opposite side. Moreover the new nodes shall induce a complete
bipartite graph [(3 n,3n· A possible smallest last ordering in this graph G' starts
with all the new nodes followed by Xn, Yn, Xn - J, Yn - J, ... , x J, y J in this order. Hence
a smallest last sequential colouring again uses at least n colours on the 2-colourable
c •. This type of example prove

(3.1) Theorem. For a smallest last sequential graph colouring algorithm A we
have A(G) 2:: CJ · x(G) · jV(G)I for a positive constant CJ and infinitely many G.
Moreover A( n) 2: c2 · n for a positive constant c2.

A refinement of the sequential algorithms is given by the the interchange
method. Whenever a new colour is going to be used on a node x, consider all
possible pairs i and j of already used colours. If in each component of the graph
induced by nodes of colours i and j, the node x is joined to only one of the two
colours, then interchange the two colours in some of the components such that x
is joined to only colour i. Then x can be given the colour j, and no new colour
needs to be introduced. A sequential colouring with interchange always colours a
2-chromatic graph in 2 colours, but Johnson (1974) constructed 3-chromatic graphs
where a smallest last sequential colouring with interchange behaves poorly. How
bad the situation is can best be explained by posing a question of Johnson (1978b).

(3.2) Problem. Does there exists a polynomial graph colouring algorithm A for
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which A(G) _::; c · x(G) · JV(G)J 1 -

•

for suitable positive positive constants c and€?

The maximal stable set algorithms seem to behave slightly better than the
sequential ones. As described by Johnson {1974), P. Erdos suggested:

(3.3) Theorem. There is a polynomial maximal stable set graph colouring algorithm A for which A(G) _::; c-(log x(G))·JV(G)J/(log JV(G)I) for all G with x(G) 2'. 2
and some constant c.

Proof. Let JV(G)J = n and x(G) = k 2'. 2. Then the size of a maximum stable
set a(G) is 2'. n/k, and therefore the minimum degree o(G) is_::; n - (n/k) . We
first colour a nod e x 1 of minimum deg ree by the colour 1. Then x 1 and all its
neighbours are deleted. At least -1 nodes remain . Taking a node X2 of minimum
degree in the remaining graph, colouring x 2 by colour 1, and deleting x 2 and all its
neighbours, at least f,, - ¾ - 1 nodes remain . Continuing like this, after t nodes
have been coloured 1, and as long as

I

n
1
1
- - - - -···- - - 1>0
kt
kt - i
k

at least one more node ca11 be coloured 1. Jt follows that as long as n 2'. k 1+ 1 a.t
least one more node can be coloured 1. Therefore JV1 I 2'. llog n/ log k J, where Vi
are the nodes coloured 1. Continue in the same fashion with G - Vi and the colour
2, etc. Let G - Vi - V2 - · · · - Vi have n;+1 nodes and let I be the first value of
i for which n; + 1 < y'n. Then the number of nodes of colour i for i = 1, 2, ... / is
2'. llog n;/ log kJ 2'. l ½log n/ log kJ . Therefore Ji I ::; 2(log k) · n/(log n - 2 log k) and
A(G) S J/J + y'n. Hence A(G) S c(log k) · n/ log n.
□

The performance guarantee of the above algorithm A is _::; en/ log n. By refinements Wigderson (1983) obtained a polynomial algorithm with performance
guarantee _::; cn(log log n )2 / (log n) 2 .
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NP-completeness
As seen above, we are very far from a polynomial graph colouring algorithm
A with A(G) equal to x(G}. Probably no such algorithm exists. Karp (1972}
showed the problem-type GRAPH k-COLOURABILITY, for a given graph G and
number k to decide whether G is k-colourable or not, to be NP-complete. This
means that a polynomial algorithm to solve it implies polynomial algorithms to
solve any problem in the large class NP of problem-types, and hence NP would be
equal to the class P of polynomially solvable problem-types. This is considered very
unlikely. The monograph by Garey and Johnson ( 1979} is the authoritative text on
NP-completeness.
Using the method in the proof of Theorem (1.1) it is easy to see that GRAPH
2-COLOURABILITY is in P. However already the case k = 3 contains all the
difficulties, even for rather special graphs.

(3.4) Theorem. The following problem-types are equivalent in the sense that if
there is a polynomial algorithm to solve one of them, then there are polynomial
algorithms for all of them.
Pl.

HYPERGRAPH k-COLOURABILITY.

P2.

GRAPH k-COLOURABILITY.

P3.

GRAPH 3-COLOURABILITY.

P4.

MAX DEGREE 4 PLANAR GRAPH 3-COLOURABILITY.

PS.

HYPERGRAPH 2-COLOURABILITY.

P6.

3-UNJFORM 1-IYPERGRAPH 2-COLOUllABILITY.

Proof. Obviously P4 reduces to P3, i.e. a polynomial algorithm for P3 implies one
for P4. P3 reduces to P2, which reduces to Pl. Moreover P6 reduces to PS, which
reduces to Pl.
Pl reduces to P5 (Lovasz (1973b}}. Suppose A is a polynomial algorithm
to solve P5, and let H be any hypergraph and k any natural number 2'. 2. Take
k disjoint copies V1 , V2 , . . . , Vk of V(H) and two new nodes x and y. Define a
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hyper graph c• on Vi U V2 U · · · U Vk U { x, y} as follows. For each node z E V (H) let
together with the k copies of z form a hyperedge of G * of size k + 1. Moreover for
each edge E E E( G) let each of the k copies of E together with y form a hyperedge
of G ' . Finally let xy be an edge of G * of size 2. Then x( G * ) = 2 iff x(H) :S k,
hence A applied to c • solves Pl.
P5 reduces to P3 (Lovasz (19736)). Suppose A is a polynomial algorithm to
solve P3, and let H be any hypergraph. Joii~ a new node x to all nodes of If and
obtain Jr, then reduce H ' to a graph G * by the method of Theorem (2.6)(6) (iii)
with k = 4. Then c• is 3-colourable iff JJ * is 3-colourable iff J-1 is 2-colourable,
x

hence A applied to c • solves P5.
P3 reduces to P4 (Garey, Johnson and Stockmeyer (1976)). Suppose A is a
polynomial algorithm to solve P4, and let G be any graph. Draw G in the plane.
For any two crossing edges, the following crossover J-1 due to M. J. Fischer

H

is inserted as follows
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G'

G

The obtained graph G' is planar. For each node x of G' of degree 2: 5 perform
the fo llowing operation to obtain a planar graph G" of maximum degree 4:

G"

G'

►
• • •
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Then G" is 3-colourable iff G' is 3-colourable iff G is 3-colourable, hence A applied
to G" solves P3.
P5 reduces to P6 (Toft (1975)). Suppose A is a polynomial algorithm to
solve P6, and let H be any hypergraph. A 3-uniform hypergraph H 20 +1 may be
obtained from an odd circuit C2o-H of lengLh 2a + I and three new vertices x 1, x2, x3
by taking all edges of the form {x;,y,z} where yz E E(C2 0 +1), and {x1,x2,x3}.
For each edge E E E(H) take a H2a+1 with IEI + 2 2 2a + 2 2 IEI and make a
proper splitting of x 1 into E as in Theorem (2.6). The obtained hypergraph H '
is 3-uniform, and JJ • is 2-colourable iff H is 2-colourable, hence A applied to J-r
solves P5 .
□

In view of Theorem (2.4) we might be modest and only try to get reasonable
close to x(G). However Garey and Johnson (1976) proved:

(3.5) Theorem. Let rand d be constants with r < 2. If there is a polynomial graph
colouring algorithm A with A(G) :::; r· x(G)+d, then there is a polynomial algorithm
for GRAPH k-COLOURING, in particular x(G) can be found by a polynomial
algorithm.

Proof. We shall only prove the result for r < ½- Let G be any graph and let
N be an integer such that 4N > r · 3N + d. Take N disjoint copies of G and
join any two completely by all possible edges to obtain G *. If G is 3-colourable,
then A(G ' ) :::; r · x(G') + d :::; r · 3N + d < 4N. If G is not 3-colourable, then
A(G* ) 2 x(G*) 2 4N . Hence A applied to G* solves P3 of Theorem (3.4). The
theorem then follows from Theorem (3.4).
□

1

The proof for
< r < 2 makes use of the Kneser graphs from the sixth
construction for (2.1) insLead of the complete graph s J(N, but this is rather more
complicated. It is an interesting unsolved problem du e to Johnson (1978) whether
Theorem (3.5) holds for all values of r > l.
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Chromatic polynomials
For a graph G let P(G, k) denote the number of k-colourings of G using colours
1, 2, ... , k. Thus P(Kn, k) = k · (k - 1) · (k - 2) · · · (k - n + 1) and P(K n, k) = k".
For e = xy E E(G), let G · e denote the graph obtained for G by contracting e to
a single node, leaving only one copy of each _parallel edge that might arise. Since
the k-colouri~gs of G - e are of two types, those with x and y coloured dilierently
and those with x and y coloured alike, we have P(G- e, k) = P(G, k) + P(G · e, k) .
Both G - e and G • e have fewer edges than G, hence applying the relation again to
these graphs, and so on, P( G, k) will be expressed as the sum of terms P( G', k) for
graphs G', without edges, the largest of which has IV(G)I nodes. Therefore

(3.6) Theorem. P(G, k) is polynomial ink with integral coefficients. If jV(G)I
then P(G, k) is of degree n with leading term k". The coefficient of k 0 is 0.

=n

The above proof of Theorem (3.6) is constructive and can be used to compute

P(G, k), although this of course is not a polynomial algorithm. Theorem (3 .6) can
also be proved using the principle of inclusion and exclusion. One can easily prove
that the coeflicient of kn - I is -IE(G)j, that the coefficients alternate in sign and
that the smallest number r such that k' has a nonzero coefficient is the number of
connected components of G . Thus P(G, k) contains several pieces of information
about G in addition to the basic property that x( G) is the minimal integer k for
which P(G, k) > 0. However chromatic polynomials are not well understood, for
example it is not known what makes a polynomial chromatic.
The study of chromatic polynomials was initiated by BirkholI (1912) and continued by Whitney {1932). An exposition of the early history of chromatic polynomials was given by Biggs, Lloyd and Wilson (1976) . A good survey was presented
by Read {1968). Ma11y deep results have been obtained by W. T . Tutte in a sequence of papers . For a development of graph colouring theory with the chromatic
polynomial as a basic concept, see Tutte {1984) . One of Tutte's surprising and
beautiful results is the golden identity:
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(3. 7) Theorem. Let M be a planar triangulating graph on n nodes. Then

P(M, r

+ 2) =

where r is the golden ration (1

(r

+ 2) • r 3 n -

+ VS)/2,

lO •

i. e. r

(P(M, r

+l

+ 1)) 2

= r 2 and r

+ 2 = VSr.

Theorem (3 .7) was obtained by Tutte (1970), who also noted that P(M, r+ l) ¥
0. Hence we have the curious consequence that P(M, 3.618 ... ) > 0. The four colour
theorem of course says P(M, 4) > 0.
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4. Upper and lower bounds
As explained in Section 3 the chromatic number seems intractable, and it is
therefore of importance to relate it to more tractable graph constants. We shall
consider upper bounds in terms of the degrees iP the graph. It seems more difficult
to obtain reasonable lower bounds.

Brooks' Theorem
A sequential colouring of the nodes of a graph G in any order, using for each
node a least possible colour from 1, 2, 3, ... , produces a colouring with at most
t:.(G) + 1 colours, i.e. x(G) ~ l:.(G) + 1. A basic result in graph colouring theory,
and the first non-trivial result relating x to a tractable graph constant for graphs
in general, is the theorem of Brooks (1941). It implies easily that the problemtype MAXIMUM DEGREE 3 GRAPH 3-COLOURABILITY can be solved by a
polynomial algorithm (compare Theorem {3.4)).

(4.1) Theorem. Let G be any graph. Then x(G) ~ t:.(G) + 1. If t:.(G) = 2 then
equality holds iff G has an odd circuit as a connected component . If l:.( G) -1- 2
then equality holds i!f G has a complete graph on l:.( G) + 1 nodes as a connected
component.

Proof. For l:.(G) = 1 the theorem is obvious and for t:.(G) = 2 it follows from
Theorem (1.1) . Hence we only need to prove that l:.(G) ~ s and G ~ K.+ 1 for
some s ~ 3, imply that G is s-colourable. The proof of this is by induction over
jV(G)I- For IV(G)I ~ 4 the statement is obviously true.
If G is disconnected or has a cutnode, then by induction each block of G is
s-colourable, and hence G is. If G is 2-connected with a subset of two nodes x
and y, then G = G1 U G2, where G1 and G2 each has fewer nodes than G and
V (G 1 n G 2 ) = {x, y } . By induction G 1 and G 2 are both s-colourable. If xy E E( G)
then we may assume the two colours of x and y in the two s-colourings to be the
same, hence the two s-colourings combine to an s-colouring of G. If xy f/:. E(G)
then by induction
= G; U xy is s-colourable or eqal to a K.+ 1 for i = 1, 2. Then
again G is s-colourable, except possibly when at least one of G~ alld G~, say G~,

c;
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is a K,+l· But in this case each of x and y have degree 1 in G2 since l-.(G) :S: s.
Hence G 2 has an s-colouring in which x and y have the same colour since s 2: 3.
Because G 1 = K.+ 1 - xy this s-colouring of G 2 can be extended to an s-colouring
of G. Thus we may assume G to be 3-connected.
Colouring the nodes of G in some order, using for each node a least possible
colour from 1, 2, 3, ... , produces an ( s + l).scolouring of G. If the node x gets
colour s + 1, then deg(x) = s and the s neighbours of x have colours 1, 2, ... , s.
Moreover in this situation, we may recolour x by any colour i and recolour the
unique neighbour of x of colour i by one of 1, 2, ... , s + l. In this way we push the
undesired colour s + 1 from x to any neighbor of x or it disappears. Pushing along
any path x 1 , X2, X3, . .. , Xn starting in x 1, we obtain an ( s + 1 )-colouring in which at
most the node Xn of the path has colour s + 1. Since there are paths from any node
to x,,, we may push the colours+ 1 so that it is present only at x,.. If deg(xn) < s
we may recolour Xn to obtain an s-colouring of G. Thus we may assume that all
nodes of G have degree equal to s.
Let p and q be nodes of G not joined by an edge. Since there are paths from
any node to q, we may push the colour s + 1 so that it is present in G at most at

x and y of the same colour.
Since G is 3-connected there is a path P from q top avoiding x and y. Pushing the
colour s + 1 from q along P, either the colour s + l disappears or it ends up at p.
In the latter case, since x and y are coloured alike and deg(p) = s, there is a colour
i from 1, 2, ... , s that may be given to p, thus obtaining in any case an s-colouring
q . In such a colouring the node p has two neighbours

of G.

D

The above proof, based on sequential colouring and colour interchange, is the
original argument of Brooks (1941) . Melnikov and Vizing (1969) gave a simple proof
based only on interchange, and Lovasz ( 1975) gave one based only on selecting the
initial order of the nodes more carefully to obtain the s-colouring immediately.
Other proofs and extensions were given by Catlin ( 1979b; 1979c) and Tverberg
(1983) .
For graphs G with l-.(G) 2 3 and not containing a Kl).(G)+t, Brooks' Theorem improves the obvious bound x(G) :S: t-.(G) + 1 by 1. Excluding the existence of smaller complete subgraphs, futher improvements were obtained independently around the same time by Borodin and Kostochka (1977), Catlin (1978) and
Lawrence (1978) .
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(4.2) Theorem. Let G be any graph . If G °R_ Kr, where 4 S r S L'l.(G)
x(G) S L'l.(G) + 1 - ll.(~)+l J, i.e. x(G) S r;l · (L'l.(G) + 2).

l

+ 1,

then

Proof. The proof uses a result of Lovasz (1966), that if d 1 + d 2 + · · · + dq 2
L'l. ( G) - q + 1, then V ( G) can be decomposed into classes V1 , V2 , ... , Vq, such that the
subgraphs G; induced by V;, has L'l.(G;) S d;. The general case follows immediately
from the case q = 2. For q = 2 a partition for which d1 · IE(G2)I + d2 · IE(Gi)I
is as small as possible has the desired property, as can easily be seen by moving a
possible node of too high degree to the other side.
Now let d1 = d2 = · · · = dq - 1 = r-1 and dq 2 r-1, so that L d; = L'l.(G)-q+J
and therefore q = l ll.(~)+l J. Then by Lovasz' theorem there is a decomposition of

G into G 1 ,G 2 , ••. ,Gq with L'l.(G;) S d;,and hence x(G;) S d; by Drooks' Theorem
(4.1). Therefore x(G) s "I:x(G;) S °I:d; = L'l.(G) + 1 - q.
□
Even for triangle-free graphs the bound of Theorem (4.2) with r
known bound for x in terms of L'l. at present .

= 4 is the best

Brooks' Theorem may be formulated and generalized in other directions, in
particular in terms of critical graphs. If x is a critical node of G then deg(x) 2
x(G)-1. Using this and L deg(x) = 2 · IE(G)I we may formulate Brooks' Theorem
as follows

(4.3) Theorem. Let G be k-critical. Then the minimum degree 8(G) is 2 k - 1.
In particular 2 · IE(G)I 2 (k - I) · IV(G)I, and equality holds iff G is complete or
an odd cirucit.

Extensions of this version of Brooks' Theorem have been given by Dirac ( 1957a),
Gallai (1963a) and Weinstein (1975) . We shall present the proof of Weinstein (1975)
of the theorem of Dirac (1957a).

(4.4) Theorem. Let G be k-critical. If k 2 4 and G fc Kk then 2 · IE(G)I 2
( k - l) · IV (G) I + (k - 3).
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Proof. Assume G is a counterexample with a least possible value of k. By Theorem
( 4.3) k

2'. 5. If

G has n nodes and e edges, then our assumption is that 2e

:S:

(k-l)n+(k-4) .
Let X be any stable set of G and let x • be a maximal stable seL containing
X. The graph G - x• is (k - !)-chromatic and contains a (k - 1)-criLical subgraph
G' with n' nodes and e' edges. Then, since~• is maximal and b(G) 2: k - 1,

L deg(x) = 2e 2: 2e' + n' + (n - n')(k -

1) .

If G' f. l(k - l then 2e' 2: (k - 2)n' + (k - 1 - 3), hence 2e 2: (k - l)n
Under the assumption G' f. l(k - l we thus have equality and conclude

(i)
(ii)

(iii)

+ (k -

4).

2e=(k - l)n+(k-4),
each node of G outside G' has degree k - 1, in particular all nod es of X
have degree k - 1, and
each node of G' is joined to exactly one node outside G'.

Consider a node x of G of degree k - l. Then G - x has a ( k - l )-colouring
in which the neighbours x 1 , x 2 , ... , Xk - l of x have the colours 1, 2, ... , k - l. Let
X1,Xz, ... ,Xk- l

be the colour classes of colours 1,2, ... ,k- l. Since G

f.

l(k

we may assume x 1x2 ~ E(G). Letting X = X; for some i 2: 3, we have that a
(k - !)-critical G' of G - X, must contain x and hence all Xj,J f. i, in particul ar
x 1 and xz, since deg(x,G') 2: k - 2. Hence G' f. Kk - l · Then (i) holds, moreover
by (ii) and (iii) all nodes of Xa U ... U Xk - l have degree k - l in G, and any nod0
of XI U X 2 either have degree k - 1 at is joined to a most one node in each of

Xa, X4, ... ,Xk-1·
lf there is an edge other than X1X2 missing from the subgraph induced by
x 1 , x 2 , ... , Xk - I, then it follows that all nodes of G have degree k-1, hence 2e = (kl )n + (k- 4) = (k- l)n. This is not the case since k 2'. 5. Hence x, x 1 , x2, ... , Xk - l
span a J(k with the edge x1x2 missing and of which only x 1 and x2 are joined to
other nodes T of G, since deg(xi) = k - l for i 2: 3. In a {k - !)-colouring of
G - x - x 1 - x 2 - ... - Xk - l the nodes of T have all k - 1 colours, since otherwise
the ( k - 1)-colouring can be extended to the whole of G. Therefore ITI 2: k - 1 and
deg(xi)+deg(x 2 ) 2: 2(k-2)+1TI 2: 3k-5. Uut then 2e 2: (k-l)(n-2)+3k-5 =
(k - I)n + (k - 3). This contradicts (i).
□
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Dirac (1974) characterized the graphs for which equality holds in Theorem
(4.4) . The extension of Brooks' Theorem by Gallai (1963a), a proof of which we
shall sketch in Section 5, says

(4.5) Theorem. Let G be k-critical. If k .?. 4 and G

(k - 1) · [V(G)I + ((k - 3)/(k

2

-

# Kk,

then 2 · IE(G)I >

3)) · [V(G)I-

The colouring number
Colouring the nodes of a graph G in the order x 1 , x 2 , . . . , Xn, giving each node
a smallest possible colour from 1, 2, . .. , produces a colouring using at most max
deg(x;, G(x 1 , x 2 , ... , xi))+ 1 colours, since x; is joined to only deg(x;, G(x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x;I)
previously coloured nodes. G(X] denotes the subgraph of G induced by X. Taking
the minimum over all possible permutations P of the nodes, gives

x(G) :S m;n mrxdeg(xP(i), G[xP(l), Xp(2)

... ,

Xp(i)I)

+ 1.

The number 011 the right hand side is called the colouring number of G, denoted
col(G) . Obviously x(G) :S col(G) :S ~(G) + 1, with col(G) = ~(G) + 1 iff G has
a ~(G)-regular connected component. The colouring number seems like another
intractable graph co11stant as the minimum is taken over n! permuations; however
it is not, as was proved independently by Finck and Sachs (1967) and Matula (1968).
Before showing this, let us co11sider a different, but very closely related bound, due
to Szekeres and Wilf (1968) .

( 4.6) Theorem. Let

f

be a real valued function defined on all graphs, such that

/ is 11011-decreasing (i. e. G1 ~ G2 => f(Gi) :S f(G2)) and f(G) 2:: b(G)
all G. Then x(G) :S f(G). Moreover the unique best such function f is
SW(G) = max min deg(x,G[V'])
xEV'

+1=

maxb(G[V'])

+ 1 for

+I

where the maximum is taken over all subsets V' of V(G) .

Proof. Let G be k-chromatic and G' beak-critical subgraph of G with node set V' .
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By Theorem (4.3) 6(G') 2 k - 1, hence k S 6(G')

+1S

6(G[V'])

+1S

/(G[V']) S

f(G).

F'or the second part, it is obvious that SW satisfies the two properties. A 11d
any G has a subset V' of V(G) such that SW(G) = 6(G[V']) + l. Moreover
6(G[V']) + 1 S /(G[V']) S /(G) for any/. Therefore SW(G) S f(G) for all G and
all / satisfying the two properties.
□
Again, since there are 2IV(G)I possible ;~ts V', the graph constant SW seems
to be intractable, but it is not. The following surprising, but easy, theorem of Finck
and Sachs ( 1967) shows that col( G) and SW ( G) can be obtained from a smallest
last ordering of the nodes of G.

(4.7) Theorem. For any graph G the numbers col(G) and SW(G) are equal.
Moreover, if x 1, x 2, .. . , Xn is a smallest last ordering of the nodes of G, then
col( G)

= max deg(x,, G[x 1, x2, ... , x,]) + I
I

= max 6(G[x 1 , x2, . .. , x,])

+1=

SW(G).

I

Proof. Let x 1, x2, ... , Xn be a smallest last ordering. It is obvious from the definitions of col and SW that
col(G) S max deg(x,, G[x1, x2, ... , x,])

+I

I

= rnax6(G[x 1,x 2 , ... ,x,]) + 1 S SW(G).
1

On the other hand it is a matter of routine to check that col has the two properties
of Theorem (4.6), and therefore by that theorem SW(G) S col(G).
o

Lower bounds
The size w( G) of a largest complete subgraph of G is an obvious lower bound
for x(G), however Karp (1972) noted that w is as intractable as X· Moreover, w
is often not a very good lower bound, as indicated in Theorem (2.1). By taking
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into consideration a more general class of subgraphs than the complete ones, Haj6s
(1961) overcame this second deficiency of w as a lower bound . A graph G is kconstructible if either G = Kk or G is obtained from two disjoint k-constructible
graphs G1 and G2 with edges X1Y1 E E(Gt) and X2Y2 E E(G2) by removing
X1Y1 and X2Y2, identifying X1 and x2 to one node x, and joining Y1 and Y2 by
a new edge or G is obtained from a k-constructible graph G 1 by identifying two
non-adjacent nodes X1 and x2, removing possible parallel edges that might arise.
The two operations above we shall call Haj6s' construction and identification,
respectively.
It is easy to see that if G contains a k-constructible subgraph G' then x( G) 2'.:
x( G') 2'.: k . Hajos theorem states that this lower bound for x( G) can be best possible
for any G and thus it characterizes the chromatic number in constructive terms:

(4.8) Theorem. Let G be any graph. Then x(G) 2'.: k iff G has a k-constructible
subgraph. In particular, if G is k-critical then G is k-constructible.

Proof. We shall assume that the theorem is false, i.e. there is a G with x(G) 2'.: k
and without a k-constructible subgraph . G may be assumed to be maximal in
the sense that the addition of any new edge e to G gives rise to a k-constructible
subgraph G, of GU e. If non-adjacency is an equivalence relation on V(G) then
the number of equivalence classes is 2'.: k, since x( G) 2'.: k . But then G contai11s
the k-constructible graph Kk- Therefore there are three nodes x, y and z with
xy (/. E(G), yz (/. E(G) and xz E E(G) . Then disjoint copies of the k-constructible
graphs Gxy and Gyz may be combined by Haj6s' construction, removing the edges
xy and yz, identifying the two copies of y and adding xz. For each node t both in G xy
and Gyz, we then identify the two copies of t, thereby obtaining a k-constructible
subgraph of G . Contradiction.
o
Thus to prove x(G) 2'.: k we need only exhibit a k-constructible subgraph of G
and by Theorem (4 .8) there is at least one. The problem is that no reasonably sized
upper bound on the length of the k-construction in terms of JV(G)I is known, and
probably no such bound exist. A detailed exposition of known results and unsolved
problems related to Theorem (4.8) have been presented by Hanson, Robinson and
Toft ( 1986) .
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A result reminiscent of Haj6s' Theorem {4.8) was obtained by D. Kleitman and
Lovasz ( 1982) as a dual to an important corresponding result for the independence
number by Li and Li (1981). For a graph G on n nodes 1, 2, ... , n define the
polynomial f(G; x 1 , Xz, ... , Xn) = H(xi - xi), where the product is taken over all
pairs (i,j) with i < j and ij E E(G).

(4.9) Theorem. Let G be any graph. Then x(G) 2'. k iff there exist graphs
G 1 , G 2 , ... , Gm on V ( G), each containing a Kk as a subgraph, such that
m

J(G;x1, Xz, ... xn)

= Lf(Gi;x1, X2,- - -,Xn)i= I

Thus to prove x(G) ~ k we need only exhibit the graphs G; and the sum of
their polynomials. The problem again is that no reasonably sized upper bound on
m in terms of n is known, and probably no such bound exist in general.
Finally, let us mention a result of Lovasz (1978), used to prove x(KGn,k) ~ k+2
for the Kneser graphs, but whose graph theoretic meaning is not well understood.
The neighbourhood complex of a graph G is a simplicial comp lex whose vertices
are the nodes of G and whose simplices are those subsets of V(G) which have a
neighbour in common in G.

(4.10) Theorem. If the neighbourhood complex of G is a (k-1)-connected topological space, then x( G) 2'. k + 2.

4.8

5. Colour-critical graphs
The importance of the notion of a critical graph is that problems fork-chromatic
graphs in general may often be reduced to k-critical graphs, and these are less arbitrary. And even if the k-critical graphs for k ~ 4 are not very restricted, as we
saw in Section 2, they do give rise to interesting results and problems.

Subgraphs of critical graphs
The 4-critical graphs with many edges described in Section 2 and generalizations of them, show that any (k - 2)-chromatic graph for k ~ 4 is a subgraph of
some k-critical graph. A (k - !)-chromatic graph G' with an edge xy such that
any ( k - I )-colouring of G' - xy give x and y different colours, is not a subgraph of
any k-critical graph G . The reason for this is that G' - xy would be a subgraph of
G-xy, and in a (k-1)-colouring of G-xy the nodes x and y must be coloured the
same. Greenwell and Lovasz (1974) proved that this is exactly what can go wrong:

(5.1) Theorem. For k ~ 4, a graph G' is a proper subgraph of some k-critical
graph iff G' is ( k - I )-colourable and for all edges xy of G' the graph G' - xy has
a ( k - l )-colouring cp~Y in which x and y are coloured the same.

Proof. The "only if" part was done above. The following proof of the "if" part
is due to Muller ( 1975; 1979). Let G' have the property described for all edges
xy, where we may assume that G' has no isolated nodes. Let A = V(G'). By
Theorem {2.5) there is a graph G with A ~ V(G) as a stable set, such that G is.
(k - !)-chromatic and has precisely jE{G')I (k - !)-colourings cpzy, xy E E(G'),
where the restriction of cpxy to A partitions A exactly as cp~y · Add to G all the
edges of G'. The obtained graph G* is not (k- 1)-colourable, however G* - xy has
the (k - !)-colouring cpxy for all edges xy of G*[A] = G' . Therefore any k-critical
D
subgraph of G* contains G'.
As far as more special subgraphs are concerned, there are of course many
(k - !)-critical subgraphs in a k-critical graph. Toft (1974b) proved
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(5.2) Theorem. Let G be k-critical, k 2: 3, and let x 1 y 1 and x 2 y 2 be two different
edges of G. Then there is a (k - !)-critical subgraph G' of G containing X1Y1, but
not X2Y2 •

Proof. Consider a (k - 1)-colouring <p of G - X1Y1 with ,p (x1) = ,p(yz) = l. One
of x 2 and y 2 has a colour different from 1, say ,p(x 2) = k - l. Let A be the set of
all nodes of colour k - l. Then G - X1Y1 - A is (k - 2)-colourable, however G - A
is ( k - 1)-chromatic since A is stable. Any ( k - 1)-critical subgraph of G - A is a
possible G' .
□

(5.3) Corollary. Let G be k-critical, k 2: 3. Then G is (k - !)-edge-connected.

Proof. This is true for odd circuits, i.e. for k = 3. By induction we may assume it
to be true for k-1. Let F be a cut in G. Obviously IFI 2: 2. Let e1 and e2 be edges
in F . Then by Theorem (5.2) there is a (k - !)-critical subgraph G' containing e1,
but not e 2 . Moreover, by induction IF n E(G')l 2: k - 2. Then IFI 2: k - 1 because
□.

(5.4) Corollary. Let G be k-critical, k 2: 4, with all (k - !)-critical subgraphs
isomorphic to J(k - l • Then G = J(k ·

Proof. Let x, y and z form a 1(3 in G. By Theorem (5 .2) and the assumption,
there is a G 1 = Kk - l containing x and y, but not z, and a G2 = Kk - l containing
y and z, but not x . Then (G 1 - xy) U (G 2 - yz) U xz is not (k- 2)-colourable, hence
contains a (k - !)-critical subgraph G'. By assumption G' = Kk - l· This is only
possible if G1 nG2 = J(k - 2, but then G1 UG2Uxz = l(k <:;:; G, and hence G = Kk. □
Corollary (5.3) is a classical result of Dirac (1953) generalizing 8(G) 2: k - I.
Corollary (5.4) and its proof is due to Stiebitz (1985) . From (5.4) it is easy to see
that no k-critical graph can have exactly k + l nodes, as first pointed out by Dirac
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(1952c).
J. Nesetril and V. Rodi, at the conference in Keszthely in Hungary in 1973,
asked if a large k-critical graph always contains a large (k - 1)-critical subgraph.
for k 2'. 5 this is still open.
Finally, let us mention a deep result of Gallai (1963b), proved ingeniously by
factorization theory applied to the complement. Dy Theorem (2 .8 ), it implies that
if we want a catalogue of all k-critical graphs on s k + t nodes for a fixed t, then it
is sufficient to consider the cases k

s t + 1.

(6.5) Theorem. If G is k-critical and IV(G)I s 2k-2, then the complement of G is
disconnected, i.e. G contains a complete bipartite subgraph If with V(H) = V(G) .

Low and high nodes
As an important extension of Brooks' Theorem (4.1) , Gallai (1963a) characterized
the subgraph G[L] of a k-critical graph G induced by the set L of low nodes, i.e.
the nodes of degree k - l.

(6.0) Theorem. Let G be k-critical, k 2'. 4. Then the blocks of the subgraph G[L]
of G are odd circuits and/or complete graphs.

Proof. The idea of the proof is similar to the proof of Brooks' Theorem ( 4.1). Let
C be an even circuit of G[L] with nodes xi, x2, . .. , x 2n, and let us assume that
x 1 is not incident with any chord of C. Let <p be a k-colouring of G with colours
1, 2, . .. , k such that only x1 has the colour k, Xzn has colour 1, and x2 has colour
2. Some Xj has a colour different from 1 and 2, say 3, since C is even. The k - 3
neighbours of x outside C have colours 3, 4 ... , k - I.
Now, push the colour k around C, as the undesirnd colour s + 1 was pushed
in the proof of Theorem (1.1), until the colour k is back at x. This gives a new
k-colouri11g of G with only x 1 of colour k, but with the other colours of C moved :
x; has the original colour of x;+ 1 for 2 s i S 2n - 1 and Xzn has the original colour
of x 2 . Pushing the colour k around in C a number of times, the node x 2 n will
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eventually get the colour 3. But then x 1 is joined to two nodes of colour 3, and
hence it may be recoloured by one of the colours 1, 2, .. . , k - 1 to which it is not
joined. Thus we obtain a (k - 1)-colouring of G, which is impossible.
The conclusion is that any node of any even cycle C of G[L] must be incident
with a chord of C . But then it is easy to prove by induction that an even cycle in
G[L] has all its chords. This implies the desired block structure.
□
If G is k-critical, k 2: 4 and G ic J(k, t!1en by Drooks' Theorem (4.1) G has
at least one high node, i.e. a node of degree 2: k. It is a curious fact, first noted
by Borodin and Kostochka (1977) that no k-critical graph with high nodes, all of
degree equal to k, seems to be known for k 2: 9.
Gallai (1963a) proved constructively that Theorem (5.6) is best possible. G. A.
Dirac and Sachs and Stiebitz (1983) proved constructively that any graph that is a
proper subgraph of a k-critical graph can be made the subgraph G[Hj induced by the
high nodes H of some k-critical G. Dirac {1957) and Ga llai {1963a) characterized
the situation when G[HJ = !(1. Further work in this direction by Stiebitz (1985)
suggests that, as long as x( G[ HJ) :::; k - 2 the structure of G is manageable.
Finally, by induction over the number of blocks in G[L] it follows by Theorem
(5.6) that for a k-critical G
2 · IE(G[L])I :S

ILi · ( k - 2 + k ~ 1)

- 2.

Gallai (1963a) showed that a calculation based on this inequality and the inequalities

IE(G)I 2: (k - 1) · ILi - IE(G[L])I
2·

IE(G)l 2: (k - 1) · ILi + k · IHI

implies Theorem (4.5).

Circuits, subdivisions and Kempe chains
The answer to the problem of J . Neseti'il and V. Rodi mentioned above is
affirmative for k = 4, since Kelly and Kelly (1954) proved the existence of a long
circuit in a large k-critical graph G, and therefore also a long odd circuit. An
alternative argument has been presented by Voss (1977). The growth of the length
of a longest circuit as a function of jV (G) I may however be slow. Taking a connected ·
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graph in which each block is a Kk - l or a K 2 , with all nodes of degree k - 2 or k - 1
and degree k - 2 only in endblocks, together with one extra nod e x joined to all
nodes of degree k - 2, gives k-critical graph G in which a longest cycle has length
less than (2(k - 1)/ log(k - 2)) - log jV(G)I, as proved by Gallai (1963a) . It seems
not to be known if this example is best possible. A result from the other side, due
to Erdos and Hajnal (1966) , says that a k-critical G always has an odd circuit of
length ~ k - l. A generalization of this resul~_was proved in a very elegant way by
Neumann-Lara (1982) using generalized Kempe chains.
Suppose tp is a k-colouring of a graph G with colours 1, 2, .. . , k . A connected
component in the subgraph induced by the nodes of two of the colours, say i and
j, is called a Kempe chain. The importance of this concept lies in the fact that
changing the two colours in a Kempe chain gives a new k-colouring of G . Such
interchanges, originally used by Kempe (1872) in his attack at the four colour
problem, is still the main tool for proving configurations in planar graphs to be
reducible. As well written exposition on Kempe chains and their uses, was given
by Whitney and Tutte (1972) .
More generally, let P be any permutation of the colours 1, 2, . .. , k of ip. Consider a node x, all neighbours N 1 of colour P(ip(x)) of x, all neighbours N2 of colour
P(P(ip(x)) of nodes in N 1 , all neighbours N 3 of colour P 3 (ip(x)) of nodes in N 2 ,
etc. Changing the colour ip(y) of all nodes y in N = {x} U N1 U N2 U . .. from ip(y)
to P(<p(y)) gives a new k-colouring of G. We call N a generalized Kempe chain
from x w.r.t. P.

(6.7) Theorem. Let G be k-critical. Then any edge xy of G is contained in at
least as many circuits of length I modulo j for j = 2, 3, .. . , k - 1 as an edge in
Kk . In particular, for k odd any edge is in at least (k - 2)! diliereut odd circuits of
length~ k.

Proof. Let tp be a (k - 1)-colouring of G - xy in which <p(x) = <p(y) = l. Let N
be the generalized Kempe chain from x w.r.t. a cycle permutation P of length j
containing 1, for example P = (1, 2, . .. ,j). Changing on N gives x the new colour
P(l), hence the node y must have changed colour to P(l) as well, since otherwise
G would be ( k - l )-colourable. Thus y E N, and the theorem follows . The last part
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is obtained from the case j

=k-

l.

D

A circuit may be thought of as a subdivision K3S of K3, i.e. it is obtained
by inserting 11ew nodes of degree 2 on the edges. G. Haj6s suggested the following
generalization of the four colour theorem:

(5.8) Conjecture. Let G be 5-chrornatic. Then G contains a subdivision K 5 S of

Ks-

Any 4-chromatic graph contains a ]{4S as proved by Dirac (1952a), but this
does 11ot depend very strongly on the graph being 4-chrornatic since already 8 (G) 2
3 implies the existence of a K1S . For k 2 7 the corresponding statement is not true
as proved by Catlin (1979a), who found the counterexamples C5 [K 2 , K 3 , K 2 , K 3 , ff 3 ]
and C 5 [ff 3 , ff3, K 3 , K 3 , ff 3 ] for k = 7 and 8. Erdos and Fajtlowicz (1981) proved

(5.9) Theorem. The statement "G contains a subdivision of a Kx(c)'' is false for
almost all graphs.

Proof. Consider all graphs with node set {l, 2, ... , n} . If we consider each edge to
appear with probability ½, then each of the 2(;) possible graphs G has probability
2-(;) . The average number of stable sets of size r is

C) - 2(;) - (;) /2(;).

For

r = f(2 + f) log n/ log 21 this average number tends to O for n --, oo. We express
this by saying that almost all graphs have stable sets of size at most (2+f) log n/ log 2
and hence chromatic number 2 (log 2/(2+ f)) - (n/ log n).
Let m ~ 3yn. The average number of edges on any set of size m is ½(';'),
and it can be shown that almost all graphs have ::; ( ½ + E) (';) edges on every
set of m nodes. Therefore the existence of a KmS implies the existence of at least
( ½- f) (';') nodes to subdivide the edges of Km- But ( ½- f) (';') > n, so almost all
graphs contain no KmS. Since m is less than x for almost all graphs the theorem
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follows.

□

More precise estimates than those in the above proof were given by Bollobas
and Catlin (1981) .

Contraction-critical graphs
The existence of many different types of k-critical graphs may tempt us to look
for a less fine ordering than ~ in the set of all graphs, to obtain more restrictive
minimal graphs. Let G 1 2 G 2 denote that G 2 can be obtained from G 1 by deletions
of nodes and/or edges and contractions of edges in any order. The terminology that
G 2 is a minor of G 1 is often used. The k-chromatic graphs that are minimal w.r.t .
2 are called k-contraction-critical. Hadwiger's Conjecture ( 1.3) then becomes

{5.10) Conjecture. x(G) 2 k implies G
critical graph .

~ J(k,

i.e. Kk is the only k-contraction-

Dirac ( 1960; 1964a) obtained the basic properties of k-contraction-critical graphs.

(5.11) Theorem. Let G be k-contraction-critical I-

Then 6(G) ~ k ~ 5. For
each node x of G there are at most deg( x )- k + 2 stable nodes among the neighbours
of x . Moreover G is 5-connected .
J(k·

Proof. Fork= 4, G 2 K1S ~ K4 . Therefore k ~ 5. Suppose that deg(x) - k + 3
neighbours of x form a stable set A . Contract G[ {x} U A] into a single node and
(k - !)-colour the obtained graph . This results in a (k - !)-colouring of G - x in
which all the nodes of A have the same colour. But then x is joined to at most k - 2
different colours, hence the (k - !)-colouring extends to G. Contradiction.
Since G is k-critical, 6 (G) ~ k - I. If deg( x) = k - I then there is no set of
2 stable nodes among the neighbours of x, hence G 2 Kk , which is not the case.
Thus 6(G) 2 k.
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Let S be a minimal set of ::; 4 nodes in G such that G - S has at least two
connected components. Let G 1 and G2 be subgraphs dilierent from G[S] with
G 1 U G 2 = G and G 1 n G 2 = G[S]. If Scan be divided into two disjoint subsets
S' and S 11 , where S' is stable and G[S"] is complete, then contract G 1 - S 11 into a
single node and (k- I )-colour the obtained graph. This results in a (k-1 )-colouring
of G 2 in which all nodes of S' have the same colour and all other nodes of S different
colours . Since we can ( k - l )-colour G 1 similarly, G would be ( k - 1)-colourable.
Hence no S' and S" as described exist, and therefore ISi = 4 and G[S] either has
two disjoint edges x1x2 and X3X4 or it is a 4-circuit x 1 ,x2,X3,X4.
The graphs G 1 and G 2 are (k - 1)-colourable, but no two (k - 1)-colourings
of them agree on G[S]. The argument above implies that for any stable subset S'
of S there is a (k - 1)-colouring of G; with the nodes of S 1 coloured the same.
Therefore it may be assumed that in any (k - 1)-colouring of G2, x 1 and x 3 have
the same colour iff X2 and X4 have the same colour. Let <p be a ( k - I )-coloring of
G2 for which <p(xi) = <p(x3) = 1 and <p(xz) = <p(x4) = 2. In G2 there is a Kempe
chain of colours l and 3 from x 1 to x 3 , and one of colours 2 and 4 from x 2 to x 4 .
Contracting these to single nodes in G and (k - 1)-colouring the obtained graph,
the result is a (k - !)-colouring of G1 with X1 and X3 coloured the same and x2
and X4 coloured the same. But such a colouring can be combined with <p to give a
( k - 1)-colouring of G. Contradiction
o

/( 6 is non-planar and 8(G) 2 6 implies non-planarity, hence the first statement
of Theorem (5.11) for k = 6 implies the five colour theorem for planar graphs. A
much deeper generalization is the following major result in graph colouring theory,
due to Dirac (1964a).

(5.12) Theorem. If x(G) 2 6 then G 2 K 6 , where [( 6 denotes the complete
6-graph with one edge missing.

Proof. G 2 G*, where c • is 6-contraction-critical. 1f c • = K 6 we are done, hence
assume c• i= K 6 . A best possible extremal result of Dirac (1964b), proved by
induction over IV(H)I, says that 2IE(H)I > 7jV(H)l-15 implies JI 2 K 6 . By this
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and Theorem (5.11), o(G* ) = 6. Let deg(x) = 6 and let N be the six neighbours of
x in G*. By Theorem (5.11) the graph N' = G*[N] does not have a stable set of
size 3, hence it must contain a triangle.
Suppose first that N * contains two disjoint triangles on the nodes x 1 , x 2 , x 3
and x 4 ,xs,x6 respectively. Then by Theorem (5.11) G- x contains three disjoint
paths P1,P2,P3, where P; joins x; and Xi+3· The removal of x,x1,x3 and X5 leaves
a connected graph by Theorem (5.11), hence it contains a path P between P2 - x 5
and, say, P 3 - x 3 . Contracti11g P into an edge and P 1 , P 2 - x 5 and P 3 - x 3 into
single nodes, we obtain a K 6 .
If N* does not have two disjoint triangles, then since there are no stable sets
of three nodes, N* contains a 1c;. With X WC get a K5 in c•. Since c· is 5connected, any node y outside the K 5 is joined to it by five paths with only y in
common two and two. But then again c • :::: /(6 .
□
Further developments of the above results have been obtained by Mader ( 1968a,
1968b) Jakobsen (1971) and Toft (19726).

Finally, we turn our attention to K. Wagner's equivalence theorem. Wagner
(1937) characterized those graphs not contracting to K 5 . A simplified proof of
Wagner's theorem was given by Ilalin (1964). If one is only interested in the equivalence theorem a shortcut is possible, since only the following corollary of Wagner's
theorem is needed . This was pointed out by Young (1971), but the corollary was
also explicitely mentioned by Ore (1967).

(5. 13) Theorem. If G is 4-connected and contains a K 3 , 3 S, then G:::: K 5 .

The proof is a rather simple case analysis. A slight extension of Theorem (5.13)
is the basis of Halin's proof of the full Wagner theorem. The surprising consequence
of Theorem (5.J3) is

(5. 14) Th eorem. If G is 5-contraction-critical f=. K 5 , then G is planar. In
particular IIadwiger's Conjecture (5.10) for k = 5 is equivalent to the four colour
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theorem .

Proof. A 5-contraction-critical G is 4-connected by Theorem 5.1. If G 1s nonplanar then by Kuratowski's theorem G contains a K5S or a /(3 3S. By Theorem
5.13 G 2: /(5, hence G = !(5 . Contradiction.
Since G 2: K5 implies G to be non-plari-a r, Hadwiger's Conjecture (5.10) for
k = 5 implies the four colour theorem . Conversely, a counterexample to Hadwiger's
Conjecture (5.10) for k = 5 implies a counterexamlple to the four colour theorem
by the first part of Theorem (5.14) .
□
0
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6. Graphs on surfaces
Most of the early papers on colouring theory deal with maps M on surfaces
and face-colourings of M, i.e. colourings of the connected regions into which
M divides the surface, such that faces with a common boundary line get different ·
colours. By assigning a nude to each face of M and joining any two of these
by an edge whenever the corresponding two faces share a common boundary lin e,
we obtain the dual graf G of M. The graph G can also be embedded on the
surface and a usual colouring of the nodes of G corresponds to a face-colouring of

M. This translation of face-colouring to node-colouring was first pointed out by
Kempe ( 1879). Kempe ( 1879) also mentioned the importance of colouring theory
for abstract graphs, but until the papers by Whitney (1932) and Brooks (1911) the
theory remained centered around maps and graphs on surfaces.
Colouring theory for graphs on surfaces is well developed. The monograph by
Biggs, Lloyd and Wilson (1976) contains an excellent account of the history until
1936.

Planar graphs
Instead of colouring faces or nodes, Tait ( I 878-80) considered colourings of the
edges of a planar graph. A triangulating plane graph G is a graph embedded in
the plane for which each face boundary is a K3. Such a G is also called maximal
plane; it has 3IV(G)l-6 edges and is at least 3-connected for IV(G)l 2 4. To prove
the four colour theorem, it is of course sufficient to prove that triangulating plane
graphs are 4-colourable. Tait (1878-80) stated the face-colouring formulation of

(6.1) Theorem. Let G be a triangulating plane graph. Then x(G) :=; 4 iff the
edges of G can be labelled by three labels such that each face boundary has all three
labels.

Proof. Let <p be a 4-colouring of G with colours (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0) and (1, 1). These
colours may be added coordinatewise modulo 2. For each edge xy define 1/J(xy) =
rp(x) + rp (y) . Then 1/J is a desired labeling of the edges with labels (1, 0), (0, 1) and
( 1, 1).
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Conversely let 1/J be a labeling of the edges with labels ( 1, 0), (0, l) and (I, 1)
such that each face has all three labels. Let C be any circuit of G . The interior of
C is divided into triangular faces T;. Hence, since we add modulo 2 and (1, 0) +
(0, 1)

+ (1, 1) =

(0,0),

Colour an arbitrary node z of G by the colour <p(z)
be a walk from z to x. Define <p(x)

=

I:

= (0, 0) .

For any node x let W

1/J(e). Then <p(x) is well-defined, i.e.

<EE(W)

<p(x) does not depend on the particular W chosen, since 1/J sums to zero around any

circuit. Moreover <pis a 4-colouring with colours (0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1) and (1, 1).

□

Griinbaum ( 1969) suggested that perhaps a labelling of the edges as in Theorem
(6.1) exists for triangulations on all orientable surfaces. The face-colouring version
of Theorem (6.1) states that a plane 2-connected 3-regular graph is 4-face-colourable
iff it is 3-edge-colourable, where any two adjacent edges in an edge-colouring have
different colours. Tait (1878-80) thought that any 2-connected 3-regular graph could
be 3-edge-coloured, but the famous graph of Petersen (1898) disproved this.
The following theorem is due to Heawood ( 1898) . It was also originally fornmlate<l for face-colourings.

(6.2) Theorem. Let G be a triangulating plane graph. Then x(G) :S: 4 iff the
faces can be labelled by two labels + 1, and -1, such that the sum of the labels of
the faces around any node is O modulo 3.

Proof. Let x(G) :S: 4. Then there is a labelling of the edges with )ables 1, 2, 3
as described in Theorem (6.1). For each face T the three labels 1,2,3 of the three
boundary edges appear in this order either clockwise or counterclockwise. In the
first case associate the label + 1 with T, in the second case the label -1. Going
around a node x counterclockwise, if an edge xy has label i and the face following
xy is labelled + 1( -1), then the next edge xz has label i + l (i - 1) modulo 3. Since
we return to the starting edge, the sum of the lal,els of the faces around x is O
modulo 3 .
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Conversely, by reversing the above proceedure, we obtain from a labelling or
the faces with +l and -1 as described, a labelli11g or the edges with 1,2 and 3
as described in Theorem (6.1). This can best be rigorously proved by considering
the graph II with V(H) = E(G) and edges e 1 e2 whenever e 1 and e 2 are on a
common face boundary or G. The graph H can be drawn in the plane by letting
each node or H be an interior point or the corresponding edge of G and drawing a
traingle of H inside each traingular face of G. Direct the edges of each such triangle
of H clockwise and give each of the three edges the same label + 1 or -1 as the
corresponding triangular face of G. The labels of the edges of any face or H then
sum to O modulo 3. Moreover, going around any circuit C in H, the sum of the
labels of the edges, each label with a sign ( + if the edge is directed in our direction
on C, otherwise the sign - ), is O modulo 3.
Label an arbitrary node z of H by -rf.,( z) = l. For any node x of H , let W be
a walk in H from z to x, and define -rf.,(x) to be the sum modulo 3 of the labels of
the edges of W, each label with a sign ( + if the edge is directed in our direction
on W, otherwise the sign-). Then -rf.,(x) is well-defined, i.e. -rf.,(x) does not depend
on the particular W chosen, since the signed sum around any circuit is O modulo 3.
Moreover -rf., is a labelling of the nodes of H, or equivalently the edges of G, with
integers 1, 2 and 3 modulo 3, as desired.
□.
There are of course other equivalents of the four colour theorem than those
early ones implied by Theorems (6.1) and (6.2) above, for example two equivalent
statements obtained from different characterizations of the chromatic number or an
arbitrary graph in terms or orientations, due to Minty (1962) and Gallai (1968).
As far as 2-colourings are co11cerned, it follows from Theorem (1.1) that a 2connected plane graph is 2-colourable iff all circuits are even iff all face boundaries
are even. For 3-colourings of plane graphs we cannot expect any good characterization because of Theorem (3.4), however for triangulated graphs Heawood (1898)
stated:

(6.3) Theorem. Let G be a triangulating plane graph. Then G is 3-colourable iff
all nodes of G have even degree.

Proof. If G is 3-colourablc, then for each node x the faces around x alternate being
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coloured 1, 2, 3 clockwise and counterclockwise. But then x has even degree.
Conversely, let G have only even degrees. Then the dual of G have only even
faces, and therefore by the above G -is 2-face-colourable by, say, the colours
+ 1 and
.
-1. By the proof of Theorem (6.2) the edges of G can be labelled 1, 2, and 3 such
that each face boundary has labels 1, 2, 3 clockwise ifJ the colour of the face is + 1,
and labels 1, 2, 3 counterclockwise ilf the colour of the face is -1. But then the
edges at each node x has only two of the la_bels 1, 2 and 3. Assign to x the third
D
label. This gives a 3-colouring of G.
A deep theorem obtained by Grotzsch {1959) says

(6.4) Theorem. Let G be a plane graph without triangles. Then G is 3-colourable.

Griinbaum (1963) suggested that Theorem (6.4) remains true, even if there are up
to three triangles in G. This was proved by Aksionov {1974; see also Aksionov and
Melnikov (1978)), correcting a mistake in Griinbaum's original argument, discovereil
by T. Gallai.

Heawood's fonnula
Curiously, colouring theory for higher surfaces, i.e. connected compact 2dimcnsional manifolds, is simpler than for the plane or sphere. We shall see why
this is so. The topological prerequisite will be the generalized Euler formula
IF(G)I - IE(G)I + jV(G)l 2: 3 - h(S)
where G is a graph embedded on the surface S, F(G) is the set of faces of G, and
h(S) is the connectivity of S. The number 3 - h(S) is also called the Euler
characteristic of S. The possible S may be classified as follows: The orientable
surfaces are the sphere So with h = 1 and the sphere with g handles Sg with
h = l + 2g. S1 is the torus. The non-orientable surfaces are the projective plane
Po with h = 2, the Klein bottle Ko with h = 3, the projective plane with g handles
Pg with h = 2 + 2g, and finally the Klein bottle with g handles Kg with h = 3 + 2g .
For a connected graph G with jV(G)j 2: 3 each face is bounded by at least 3
edges, hence 3jF(G)j :S 2jE(G)j. Then from the generalized Euler formula:
(6.5)

IE(G)I :S 3jV(G)I - 9 + 3h
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The formula of Heawood (1890) is now easy to obtain.

(6.6) Theorem. Let G be embeddable on a surface S of connectivity h 2: 2. Then

Proof. Suppose that G is k-chromatic with k 2: 7. Let G' beak-critical subgraph
with n nodes and e edges. Since 8(G') 2: k - 1 we have by (6.5)
(k - 1) · n S 2e S 6n - 18

+ 6h

Since n 2: k 2: 7 this implies

(k - 7) · k - 6(h - 3)

sO

or
D

For the torus S 1 Heawood's formula gives x(G) s 7. Heawood (1890) noted
that the 7-chromatic graph K 7 can be embedded on the torus, hence the colouring
problem for the torus has the answer 7. For the Klein bottle the formula also gives
x(G) S 7, but Franklin {1934) proved that the colouring problem for the Klein
bottle has the answer 6. However this is the only case for which the Heawood
number H ( h) is not the correct answer to the colouring problem. This is the
remarkable theorem of Ringel (1954) and Ringel and Youngs (1968) referred to in
Section 1. For orientable surfaces with 3 S h S 15 this had been established alread·y
by Heffter {1891).

(6.7) Theorem. For a surface S of connectivity h 2: 2, where Sis not the Klein
bottle, the Heawood number H(h) is the maximum chromatic number of graphs
embeddable on S.
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The proof of this major result, completed in 1968, was obtained by i11ge11ious
embeddings of the complete H{h)-graphs on the surfaces of convectivity h . This
is of course sufficient for the proof of Theorem (6.7) , however Dirac (1952) proved
that it is also necessary, in fact in a very strong sense. The theorem of Dirac
was perhaps the first breakthrough in colouring theory for higher surfaces after the
paper of Heffter (1891) . The idea of such a result and a proof in the case of t he
torus was first obtained by P. Ungar. We shall present the simple proof of Dirac
( 1957b ).

(6.8) Theorem. For h = 3 and h 2: 5 any H{h)-chromatic graph G on a surface
of connectivity h contains a KH(h) as a subgraph.

Proof. Let k = H(h) and G' be a k-critical subgraph of G with n nodes and e
edges. If G' i- Kk then by Theorem (4.4) and (6.5)

(6.9)

(k - l) · n

+ (k -

3) :S 2e :S 6n + 6{h - 3)

Since there are no k-critical graph on k + l nodes, as we remarked in Section 5, we
have n 2: k + 2. Thus for h = 3 and h 2: 5 this gives a contradiction by an easy
calculation.
□
Dirac's Theorem {6.8) also holds in the missing cases h = 2 and 4 as proved
by Albertson and Hutchinson {1979).
The simple type of argument used above shows that

(6.10) Theorem. (a) Let G be a k-critical graph i- Kk , k 2: 8, on a surface of
connectivity h 2: 5. Then !V(G)I :S (6h - 15 - k)/(k - 7).
(b) Let G beak-contraction-critical graph

i- Kk,

k

2: 7, on a surface of connectivity

h 2: 3. Then !V{G)I :S (6h - 18)/(k - 6).

Proof. (a) is a direct consequence of (6.9) . (b) follows in a similar way since
b(G) > k by Theorem (5.11).
o
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Theorem (6.10) shows that colouring problems for higher surfaces are of a finite
nature in many cases. It is not known whether there are infinitely many 6-critical
graphs on the torus . Albertson and Stromquist (1982) proved that suitably defined
locally planar graph on the torus are 4-colourable.
Dirac {1956; 1957c) obtained a number of result;s based on the above finiteness.
For example Iladwiger's Conjecture (5.10) is true for all (H (h)- 1)-chromatic graphs
on a surface of connectivity h 2': 5.
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7. Perfect graphs
The opposite extreme of the sparse graphs described i11 Section 2 are the perfect;
graphs. A graph G is perfect if G and each of its induced subgraphs have the
property that the chromatic number x equals the size of a largest complete subgraph
w. The idea of perfect graphs, due to C. Berge, has been one of the most fruitful
in graph theory, and it also relates to linear programming and to computational
complexity. We shall not consider these aspects in this chapter, but only mention
that for perfect graphs both x, wand the size of a largest stable set a can be found
by polynomial algorithms. This was proved by Grotschel, Lovasz and Schrijver
(1981) based on the existence of a polynomial algorithm for linear programming.
However it is not know whether there is a polynomial algorithm to decide if a given
graph is perfect or not .
Lovasz ( 1983) gave an excellent survey of perfect graphs. The monograph by
Golumbic ( 1980) treats algorithmic graph theory from a perfect graph viewpoint .
More recently, Berge and Chvatal (1984) edited a volume of important papers 011
perfect graphs.

Examples of perfect graphs
Berge (1960) considered several classes of perfect graphs, a11d he conjectured
that complements of perfect graphs are perfect. For example a11y bipartite graph
is perfect, since x = w = 2 if there is at least one edge and x = w = l if there are
none. Also the complements of bipartite graphs are perfect, as first noted by D.
Konig and T. Gallai in 1932, see Gallai (1958):

(7 .1) Theorem. If G consists of two disjoint complete graphs and some edges
= w(G) .

between them, then x(G)

Proof. In a colouring of Geach colour is used at most twice. When a5 many colours
as possible are used twice, the result is a x( G)-colouring. Let v denote the size of
a maximum matching in the bipartite graph G. Then x(G) = v + (JV(G)I - 2v) =
JV(G)I - v . By a famous result of Konig {1931) v equals the size of a minimum
covering set of nodes in G, and therefore JV (G)l - t/ is the size of a maximum stable
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set in G. Hence x(G)

= jV(G)I -

v

= a(G) = w(G) .

D

Theorem (7.1) has been used as a lemma in graph colouring theory by Brown
and Jung (1969), T . Gallai and Toft (1972b) . For example, the characterization of
the k-critical graphs with a cut of size k - 1 meDtioned in Section 2 follows from it .
A graph is called a rigi<l-circuit graph ( or triangulating) if every circuit of
length

2: 4 has a chord, i.e. an edge joining t_wo non-adjacent nodes on the circuit.

Berge (1960) proved that ridgid-circuit graphs are perfect, and Hajnal and
Surauyi (1958) and Dirac (1961) characterized them constructively and proved that
their complements are perfect as well.

(7.2) Theorem. G is a ridgid-circuit graph iff either G is complete or G can be
obtained from two smaller disjoint ridgid-circuit graphs G 1 and G 2 b:v identifying
two complete subgraphs of the same size in G 1 and Gz. In particular

;i.

ridgid -circuit

graph is perfect.

Proof. If G can be obtained as described then obviously G is a ridgid-circuit graph .
Conversely let G be a non-complete ridgid-circuit graph and let S be a minimal set
of nodes in G such that G- Sis disconnted. Let G = G 1 U G2 with G 1 n G 2 = G[S]
and G 1 f:. G[S] f:. G 2. lf G[S] contains two nodes x and y not joined by an edge,
then let P 1 and P 2 be shortest paths from x to y in G I and G 2 respectively with
only the nodes x and y in S. Then P 1 U P2 is a circuit of length 2: 4 without a
chord. This is a contradiction and therefore G 1 n G 2 is complete. Moreover G I and
G 2 are ridgid-circuit graphs since they are induced subgraphs of the ridgid-circuit
graph G. So the first part of the theorem follows. Since x( G) = max(x( G i), x( G 2 ))
D
the second part of the theorem follows by induction over IV (G) I-

(7.3) Theorem. Let G be a ridgid-circuit graph. Then for all proper complete
subgraphs K of G there is a node x outside K for which the neighbours N(x) of x
in G induce a complete graph . In particular

G is

perfect.

Proof. The existence of xis proved by induction over jV(G)I- If G is complete the
existence of xis obvious. Otherwise by Theorem (7.2) G = G 1 UG 2 , where G 1 nG 2
is complete and G1 and Gz are smaller ridgid-circuit graphs than G. ln this case
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J{ is a subgraph of either G 1 of G 2 , say G 1 • Then by induction x can be chosen in

G2

-

(G 1

n G2 ) .

This proves the existence of x .

That G is perfect is also obtained by induction over JV(G)I. From the first
part we have

w(G) 2: w(G - x - N(x))

+ 1 = x(G - x - N(x))) + 1 2: x(G)

where the mi<ldle equality holds by induction. Hence w(G)

= x(G) and G is perfect.
□

There are several other classes of known perfect graphs, for example c01nparability graphs, where V ( G) is the set of elements of a partially ordered set and
xy E E(G) iff x and y are comparable, interval graphs, where V(G) is a set of intervals on a line and xy E E(G) iff x and y overlap, and split graphs, where V(G)
can be partitioned into two classes, one inducing a complete graph and the other
being stable. The interval graph are those ridgid-circuit graphs whose complements
are comparability graphs, and the split graphs are those ridgid-circuit graphs whose
complements are also ridgid-circuit graphs. These results are due to Gillmore and
Hoffman (1964) and Foldes and Hammer (1977).

The perfect graph theorem
The conjecture of C. Berge that the complement of a perfect graph is perfect
was proved by Fulkerson (1971; 1972) and Lovasz (1972a) Fulkerson _considered the
apparently more restricted concept of pluperfect graphs. Let G be a graph with
nodes x 1, x2, ... Xn having non-negative integer weights ( w 1 , w 2 , . .. , w n) = Y'!._. Let
x(G, Yi) denote the minimum number of stable subsets of V(G), where the same set
may be counted more than once, such that x; is in at least w; of the sets for each

i. Let w( G, Yi) denote the maximum weight of a complete subgraph of G. Thus
x(G,l) = x(G) and w(G,l) = w(G), where l = (1, 1, .. . , 1) . It is easy to see that
x(G),Yi) 2: w(G,Yi) - A graph G is pluperfect if x(G,Yi) = w(G,Yi) for all Yi with
non-negative integer coordinates. Note that G is perfect ilf x(G,Yi) = w(G,Yi) for
all (0, 1)-vectors Y'!._. Based on the duality theory of linear programming Fulkerson
(1971; 1972) proved that the complement of a pluperfect graph is pluperfect. The
following replacement theorem, first proved by Lovasz (1972a), implies that any
perfect graph is pluperfect. Thus the pluperfect and the perfect graphs are identical,
and the perfect graph theorem follows .
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(7.4) Theorem. Let G be perfect and let x be a node of G. Replace x by a
complete graph K joined completely to all neighbours N(x) of x in G. Then the
obtained graph H is perfect.

Proof. lt is sufficient to prove the theorem..for J( being a complete 2-graph 1(2 .
Moreover it is sufficient to prove that x (H) = w(H).
Obviously w(G) S w(II) S w(G) + l. If w(II) = w(G) + J then x (H) S
x(G) + l = w(G) + I = w(II) and hence x(H) = w(H). Assume therefore that
w(H) = w(G). Then x is not contained in a complete w(G)-graph of G. Colour
G by w( G) colours so that x has colour 1. Let A denote the set of nodes different
from x of colour l. Then w(G - A) < w(G) and hence a (w(G) - !)-colouring <p of
G- A is possible. Colouring the nodes of A and one of the nodes of the K 2 by a new
colour, and the other node of the K 2 by <p (x), we obtain from <pan w(G)-colouring
of II, and w(G) = w(II). Hence x (H) = w(I-1).
□
More generally Lovasz (1972a) proved that J( in Theorem (7.4) can be any
perfect 11:raph . Lovasz (1972a, 1972b) also gave two further complete proofs of
the perfect graph theorem, one based on hypergr ap hs and one characterizing the
perfect graphs as follows:

(7.5) Theorem. A graph G is perfect iff every induced subgraph G' of G satisfies

a(G') · w(G') ~ IV(G')I

Subsequently Fulkerson (1973) presented Lovasz' hypergraph proof formulated
for graphs. This is the simplest of the known proofs of the perfect graph theorem.

(7.6) Theorem. A graph G is perfect iff the complement G is perfect .

Proof. Let G be perfect and suppose by induction that the theorem holds for
all smaller graphs. Since the induced subgraphs of perfect graphs are perfect it
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is sufficient to prove that x(G) = w(G). Let K 1 , K2, .. . , K"' be all the maximal
complete graphs of G. If there is a Kj meeting all maximum stable sets of G then
w(G - Kj) < w(G), hence

and we are through.
Therefore we may assume that G - I(j contaills a maximum stable set Aj of G
for all j. For all nodes x; in G let w; denote the number of these sets Aj containing
x;. Let H be oblaiued from G by replacing each node x; by a complete w,-graph.
Then
w(JI)=max
w,~m-1

L

J

x,EV(J<,)

since Aj does not count in the sum and each other A; counts at most once. Moreover
x(H) 2: IV(H)l/a(H) =

(L w,)/a(G} = a(G) · m/a(G) = m.

Hence w(H) < x(H), but this contradicts H being perfect by Theorem (7.4).
□
Any graph containing an odd circuit of length 2: 5 or its complements as an
induced subgraph is not perfect . C. Berge conjectured that the opposite is true
as well. This implies Theorem (7.6) and is called the strong perfect graph
conjecture. It may be formulated in terms of critically imperfect graphs, i.e.
non-perfect graphs for which any proper induced subgraph is perfect.

(7. 7) Conjecture. The only critically imperfect graphs are the odd circuits of
length 2: 5 a!ld their complements.

The following is an equivalent formulation in terms of k-node-critical graphs,
i.e. k-chromatic graphs for which x( G-x) < k for all nodes x, due to Wessel {1977) .
(See also Toft {1985)) .

(7.8) Conjecture. Let; G be a k-node-crilical graph, k 2: 4, for which any k'node-critical induced subgraph is a complete k'-gr aph for all k' < k. Then G is a
complete k-graph or the complement of a circuit of length 2k - J .
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Several properties of critically imperfect graphs have been found by among
others Padberg {1974) and Chvatal (1976). Moreover Conjecture (7.7) has been
proved for special classes of graphs. For example, Tucker (1977) proved Conjecture
(7.8) fork= 4, and Parthasarathy and Ravindra (1976) provcrl Conjecture (7 .7) for
graphs having 110 induced 3-star K1,3- Thus the strong perfcrl. graph coujccture is
equivalent to the stateme11t that 110 critically imperfect graph contains an induced
3-star.

A sufficient con<litiou for perfectness
We shall consider a strengthening of the condition in the strong perfect graph
conjecture, sufficient to imply perfectness. Gallai (1962) proved that it is sufficient
that each odd circuit of length 2: 5 has two non-crossing chords. Olaru ( 1969) and
Sachs (1970) proved that it is sufficient that each odd circuit of length 2: 5 has two
crossing chords. A common generalization was obtained by Meyniel (1976).

(7.9) Theorem. Let G be a graph for which any odd circuit a length
least two chords. Then G is perfect.

~

5 has at

Proof. For this proof we shall need a special convention about Kempe chain interchanges. Suppose that an (i,j)-Kernpe chain (i.e. a connected component in the
graph induced by nodes of colours i and j) consists of just one node x of colour i,
and that we change colours on this chain, so that x gets colour j. Then the special
convention says that we must also change any other (i,J)-Kempe chain consisting
of just one node of colour i from colour i to colour j.
Let 9 denote the class of graphs for which any odd circuit of length ~ 5 has at
least two chords. The proof of Theorem (7.9) will be based on three lemmas.

(7.10)

Let GE

9,

let <p be a colouring of G - x for a node x of G, and let y and

z be two nodes of different colours i and j of the set N (x) of neighbours
of x in G. If y and z are in the same (i,j)-Kempe chain in G - x, then
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they are in the same (i,J}Kempe chain in the graph G[N(x)).

To prove (7 .10) consider an (i,f)-Kempe chain in G - x containing y and
z, and let P be a shortest path from y to z in the chain, where P has nodes
Yt = y, Y2, y3, ... , Yp = z in this order. For a node t on P not in N(x), let Ya
be the last node on P before t in N ( x) and let Yb be the first node on P after
t in N(x). Then the subpath of P from Ya to Yb must have even length, since
otherwise there would be a chordless odd circuit. Moreover Ya - t and Yb+t do not
belong to N ( x ), since otherwise there would be an odd circuit with only one chord.
But then P consists of even subpaths with only the endnodes of each subpath in
N(x) . Therefore P has even length, but then y and z must be coloured alike. This
contradiction proves (7.10) .

(7.11)

Let GE g, let x E V(G), let tp be a colouring of G - x, and let tp 1 be the
restriction of tp to G[N(x)). If the colouring 'P'x: of G[N(x)) is obtained
from tp 1 by Kempe chain interchanges ( with the special convention mentioned above), then there exists a colouring tp T< of G - x obtained from tp
by Kempe chain interchanges, that 'P'x: is the restriction of 'PK to G[N(x)).

To prove (7.11), suppose first that tp~ is obtained from tp 1 by an interchange
on a Kempe chain with more than one node. Then by (7.10) the same interchange
in N(x) can be carried out by an interchange in tp on a Kempe chain of G - x
and then restricting to N(x). Suppose next that 'P~<. is obtained from tp 1 by an
interchange 011 an (i,f) Kempe chain of G[N(x)) with only one node x of colour
i. Then we must change on any such single node Kempe chain in G[N(x)] by the
special convention. These single nodes are contained in one or more (i , f)-Kempe
chains of G - x, aud by (7 .10) these do not contain any nod es of colour fin N(x) .
Thus changing tp on these Kempe chains in G - x and restricting Lo G[N(x)) gives
'P~c This proves (7 .11) .
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(7.12).

Let GE 9. From any colouring <p of Ga x(G)-colouring can be obtained
by Kempe chain interchanges of colours.

To prove (7.12) we use induction over jV ( G) I- Let
1, ... and suppose that xis coloured by a colo_ur

<p

use colours 1, 2, ... , x( G), x( G)+

> x(G). Consider the subgraph

ff

of G induced by x and all nodes of colours 1, 2, . .. , x(G). The neighbours of x in H
induce a (x(G) - 1)-colourable graph H'. By induction there are Kempe chain i11terchanges in H' such that at most x(G)- l colours are used. By (7.J 1) this change
in H' can be brought about by Kempe chain interchanges i11 If - x, and in fact in
G - x by the definition of 11. But then there is one of the colours 1, 2, .. . , x( G),
to which x is not joi11ed hence we may change the colour of x Lo that colour. If we
continue like this as long as there are any nodes of colours x( G) + I, x( G) + 2, ...
left, we obtain a x(G)-colouring of G. This proves (7.12).
We shall finally prove Theorem (7.10) by proving that G has an w(G)-co louring.
Let G' be an induced k-node-critical subgraph of G, where k = x(G). If G' fc J(k
then let x be a 11ode in G' not joined to all other nodes of G'. Then the neighbours
N(x) of x in G' induce a (k - 2)-colourable graph G'[N(x)] . Moreover G' - x has a
(k- !)-colouring <p . By (7.12) and (7.11) a (k- !)-colouring 'PI< of G' - x in which
G' only has k - 2 colours can be obtained by Kempe chain interchanges from <p.
But then G' is (k - 1)-colourable. This contradiction shows that G' = J(k. Hence
w(G) 2 k = x(G), and G has an w(G)-colouring .
□
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8. Edge-colourings
An edge-colouring of a simple graph or multigraph G is an assignment
of colours to the edges of G such that no two adjacent edges are assigned the
same colour. The edge-chromatic number ,(G) is the minimum number or
colours needed in an edge-colouring of G. The edge-chromatic number is called
the chromatic index by some authors. If L( G) denotes the line graph of G then
,(G) = x(L(G)), and one may think of edge-colourings of graphs as node-colourings
of line graphs.
Compared with node- or face-colourings, edge-colourings have received less
attention until relatively recently (although much studied concepts, like matchings
and latin squares, have connections to edge-colourings). The first real breakthrough
was the theorem of Vizing ( 1964; 1965a) that ,( G) of a simple graph G is either
6(G) or 6(G) + 1. Vizing considered multigraphs rather than just simple graphs,
as also Shannon ( 1949) had done earlier. In much work on edge-colourings however, authors restrict themselves to simple graphs, and multigraph edge-colouring
is among the areas where further work needs to be done.
Criticality plays an important role, as in the case of node-colouring. We shall
call a simpe graph or multigraph G k-eclge-critical if,( G) = k and 1 ( G') < k for
all proper subgraphs G' of G. Edge-critical graphs were first considered by Vizing
(1965b) .
Fiorini and Wilson (1977; 1978) gave excellent surveys of edge-colourings and
edge-critical graphs .

Bipartite graphs
After Tait's Theorem 6.1 the next important observation on edge-colourings
was a theorem of Konig (1916), in connection with factorization of bipartite (i .e.
2-node-colourable) graphs. The proof involves looking at a connected component
in a subgraph consistiug of the edges of two colours a and /3, and changing the
two colours there. Such a subgraph we shall call au ( a, /3)-Kempe chain . For
edge-colourings a Kempe chain is either a path or a circuit.

(8.1) Theorem. If G is a bipartite simple graph or multigraph, then ,(G) = t>(G).
Proof. Obvious ly ,(G) ~ t>(G). If 1(G)
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> t>(G), then let G' be a (t>(G) + 1)-

edge-critical subgraph of G. Delete an edge xy from G' and t.(G)-edge-colour the
graph G' - xy. Since x is incident with at most fl( G) - 1 coloured edges, there is at
least one colour a of the fl(G) colours missing at x, and likewise there is a colour
f3 missing at y. If a and f3 can be chosen equal, then xy may be given that colour,
and G' is fl(G)-edge-colourable. Since this is not the case, a and f3 are necessarily
different. Therefore the colour f3 is present at x and there is an ( a, /3)-Kempe chain
H in G' starting at x. Since G' is bipartite and f3 is missing at y, the node y is not in

H. But then a fl( G)-edge-colouring of G' can be obtained by changing the colours
a and f3 on the edges of H and giving xy the colour {3. This is a contradiction. □
Ann-edge-colouring of the complete bipartite graph Kn,n corresponds to a latin
square. Answering a conjecture of T. Evans from 1960 on completing partial latin
squares, Andersen and Hilton (1983) proved the following result, also characterizing
the extremal cases:

(8.2} Theorem. A partial edge-colouring rp of at most n edges of l(n,n can be
extended to an n-edge-colouring of Kn,n, except when one of the following two cases
occurs:
( a)

For some uncoloured edge xy, there are n coloured edges of different
colours, each incident with x or y.

(b)

For some node x and some colour i, the colour i is not present at x, but
it is present at all nodes y for which xy is an uncoloured edge.

The bouu<ls of Shannon and Viziug
For a graph G obviously fl{G) ~ ,(G). Vizing (1964, 1965a) proved that if
µ( G) denotes the maximum multiplicity of G, i.e. the maximum number of
edges joining the same pair of nodes, then ,(G) ~ fl{G) + µ(G). This same result
was obtained independently by Gupta {1967) . We shall consider the extension and
elegant proof due to Kierstead (1984) . An s-triangle is a graph with three nodes
x, y and z and s xy-edges, s - 1 xz-edges and one yz-edge.

(8.3} Theorem. Let G be a graph of multiplicity µ(G) 2 l. Then ,(G) ~
+ µ(G) . Moreover, if µ(G) 2 2 and ,(G) = t.{G) + µ(G), then G contains a

t.(G)
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µ( G)-triangle.

Proof. Suppose that the theorem is false. Then there is an s 2 2 such that
µ(G) ~ s, G does not contain an s-triangle and ,(G) 2 6.(G) + s = 6. + s.
Then G contains a (6. + s)-edge-critical_subgraph G'. Let eo = xaxi be an
edge of G' and let rp be a ( 6. + s - 1)-edge-colouring of G' - eo. Let ip( x) denote
the set of those of the ( 6. + s - 1) colours not present at the node x . Then a
path P in G with distinct nodes xo, x 1 , x 2 , . • • , Xn in this order and edges co =
xaxi, e1 = X1X2, .. . , e,, _ 1 = Xn - tXn is said to be acceptable if the first edge eo
is the uncoloured edge of G', and rp(e;) E _U _ip(xj) for all i 2 I.
J<•

lf P is acceptable in G' w .r. t. a ( 6. + s - 1)-edge-colouring rp of G' - e0 , and
if there are i and j and a colour a such that O ~ i < j ~ n and a E ip(x;) n ip(x;),
then G' can be (6. + s - 1)-edge-coloured. We shall prove this by double induction
over j and over j - i. Since ,lG') = 6. + s, the conclusion is that rp(x;) n ip(xJ)
must be empty for any two nodes of an acceptable path.
If j = l then i = 0, and the colour a may be given to e0 , thus extending rp to
a ( 6. + s - l )-colouring of G'.
If j 2". 2 and j - i = 1, then a, is missing at Xi and Xi+i• Let rp(e;) E ip(x1n),
where m < i. We may recolour ei by a and obtain the colouring rp'. The subpath
P' of P from x 0 to Xi is an acceptable path w.r.t . rp'. Moreover ip'(x,n) n ip 1 (x;)
contain the colour rp(e;). Since m < i < j the desired result follows by the induction
over J.
So consider now the general case where j - i 2 2. Let b E ip(xi+i)- If a = b
then j can be replaced by i + 1, and we are done by the induction over j. If
a # b necessarily, then the colour a is present at Xi+t, and there is an (a, b)Kempe chain C starting at Xi+l· By the induction over j we may assume that the
colour b is present at all nodes x 0 , x 1 , ... , Xi and that a, is present at all the nodes
xo, X1, .. . , Xi - 1, Xi+1. Thus none of the edges e 1 , c 2 , . .. , ei can have colours a or /J
by the definition of an acceptable path . The chain C may or may not end at x; . In
any case change colours a, and b on C and obtain rp'.

If C does not end at xi, then the subpath P' of P from x 0 to Xi+i is acceptable
w.r.t rp' and a E ip' (xi) n ip 1(x;+i) . Hence we are done by the induction over j .
If C ends at xi, then Pis acceptable w.r.t . rp' and a, E ip(xi+i)nip'(xj) - Hence
we are done by the induction over j - i.
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As mentioned, the conclusion is that ip(x;) n ip(xj) = 0 for any two nodes on
any acceptable path. But we shall prove that this is not so on a longest acceptable
path P. This contradiction proves the theorem.

If ip(x;)

n ip(x 1 ) =

I:=

0 for i =/=],then

l10(x;)I 2 (I:=(ll + s - l - Cl))+ 2 2

osi < n

n(s - 1) + 2 different colours are missing at the nodes of the path P - Xn- (The
additional 2 appears since x 0 and x 1 are each incident with at most Cl - 1 coloured
edges). Moreover all these n(s -1) + 2 missing colours must be present at Xn, since
otherwise ip(x 1 ) n ip(xn) =/= 0 for some J. Since P has maximal length, Xn is joined
by at least n(s - l) + 2 different edges to P - 1:.,. Since µ(G) ~ s and G docs
not contain an s-triangle, Xn is joined to xo and X1 by ~ 2s - 2 edges, to Xz and
~ 2s - 2 edges, etc. This gives ~ n( s - 1)
Contradiction.

x 3 by

+ 1 edges from

Xn to

P - Xn.
D

For a simple graph G it wa'l proved by Beine!«' ( 1968) that G is a line graph
L(H) of a simple graph H iff G does not contain any of nine specified graphs as an
induced subgraph. Moreover ll(H) = w(G) where w(G) is the size of a maximum
complete subgraph of G, provided ll(H) 2 3. Therefore the caseµ= 1 of Theorem
8.3 may be formulated as the result that x( G) ~ w( G) + I
when G is a line
graph of a simple graph. Based on Theorem 8.3 Kierstead and Schmerl (1983) was
able (by a rather lengthy argument) to eliminate all but two of the forbidden nine
subgraphs. This result, conjectured by Javdckar (1980), is an important extension
of Vizing's theorem for simple graphs:

(8.4) Theorem. Let G be a simple graph not containing
+ 1.

5 or/( 1 , 3 as an induced

1(

subgraph. Then x(G) is either w(G) or w(G)

For graphs or multigraphs Shannon (1949) proved

(8.5) Theorem. 1(G) ~ !ll(G) .

!

Proof. Suppose k = 1( G) 2 t.( G) and let G' be a k-edge-critical subgraph
of G. Since k ~ t.(G) + µ(G) by Theorem 8.3, there are two nodes x and y
joined by 2 ½ll(G) edges. Delete an xy-edge e from G' and let <p be a (k - 1)8.4

edge-colouring of G' - e. In cp the number of the k - I colours missing at x is
~ (k - 1) - (t-.(G) - 1) = k- t-.(G), and likewise at y. No colour is missing at both
x and y, hence
1
2(k - t-.(G)) + t-.(G) - 1 ~ k - l

2

implying that k ~ ~t-.(G).

□

Various problems and results
Although Theorems (8.3) and (8.5) give tight bounds for ry, several interesting
related problems can be posed. We shall briefly explain some of these.
Theorem (8.3) implies a way of classifying simple graphs into two classes. The
graph G is said to be of class 1 if ry( G) = t-.( G) and of class 2 if ry( G) = t-.( G) + l.
It is an N ?-complete problem for a given 3-regular simpel graph G to decide if
G is of class 1 or 2, as proved by Holyer {1981). A 3-regular 2-connected simple
graph of class 2 has been conjectured by Tutte (1969) to contain a subdivision of
the Petersen graph . Such graphs without any cutset of ~ 3 edges, except three
edges at the same node, and without circuits of length ~ 4 havebeen called snarks
by Gardner (1976). The Petersen graph is the smallest snark. Snark-hunting goes
back to Descarts (1948b) and got a big push forward by Isaacs (1975).
Shannon's Theorem 8.5 is best possible as shown by a multigraph on three
nodes, any two joined by the same number of edges. These graphs are examples of
ring-graphs, i.e. odd circuits with parallel edges. The line graphs of ring-graphs
are of the Gallai type described in Theorem 2.13. For multigraphs J~kobsen (1975)
conjectured such ring-graphs to be extermal w .r. t. the number of nodes. More
precisely:

(8.6) Conjecture. Let m be odd ~ 3 and let G be a k-edge-critical multigraph
with
m
m-3
k > - - · t-.(G) + - - .
m-1
m-1
Then JV(G)J ~ m - 2.
Form= 3 this is Shannon's Theorem 8.5. Form= 5, 7, 9 and 11 the conjecture has
been proved by Goldberg (1973), Andersen (1974), Goldberg (1981) and Nishizeki
and Kashiwagi (1985) .
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Goldberg (1984) posed an interesting extension of Conjecture {8.6). Goldberg
thought of this conjecture already around 1970, and equivalent conjectures have
been posed by Andersen {1974) and Seymour {1979). Let

=

w G
(

)

max
H~G

E(H)I
- I---

r

l½_W(H)IJ

l

It is easy to see that w( G) :S 1 ( G). Goldberg's conjecture states:
(8.7) Conjecture. If x(G) 2: I:::.+ 2 then "f(G)

= w(G).

Conjecture (8.7) irnplies Conjecture (8.6), which in turn implies that there are
only finitely many edge-critical multigraphs G with "l(G) 2: t::.(G) + 2 for any fixed
!:::.( G). Whether this is so is not known. Conjecture {8. 7) also implies all edge-critical
rnultigraphs G with "l(G) 2: t::.(G)+2 to have an odd number of nodes. This critical
graph conjecture was disproved by Goldberg (1979; 1981) for simple edge-critical
graphs with "f(G) = t::.(G) + 1.
There are only relatively few papers exploring the structure of edge-critical
graphs. Vi zing ( 1965b) obtained results on the degrees in edge-critical graphs and
Jakobsen (1975) described some construction methods. (See Fiorini and Wilson
(1977) for an exposition of these and other results) .
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9. Concluding remarks
This survey has demonstrated that graph colouring has come a long way since
its beginnings more than a ceutury ago, but; also that challenging unsolved problems
remain. The reader seeking supplementary information on colourings and related
topics may consult the excellent monograph by Bollobas (1978) .
We have concentrated on classical nod11- and edge-colouring. Many authors
have considered extensions in various directions. We shall finish by describing some
of these .
a) In a usual node-colouring the objective may be different from using as few
colours as possible. For example, the maximum number of colours possible in a
node-colouring, where any two different colours are present at nodes joined by an
edge, is the achro1natic nmnber, introduced by Harary, Hedetniemi and Prins
{1967). The maximum number of colour;:; from N for which any node of colour i
is joined to nodes of all colours 1, 2, ... i - 1 is the Grundy number, studied by
Christen and Selkow (1979). Hare, 1-ledetniemi and Lasker (1985) in collaboration
with P. Erdos noted that the ordered chromatic number of Simmons (1982)
equals the Grundy number.
b) A. graph homomorphism of G into His a. mapping 'P: V(G) --> V(H)
for which any edge xy of G is taken iuto an edge 'P(x)'P(Y) of H. For JI = l(k a
homomorphism is just a k-colouring. Albertson and Collins (1985) include a brief
guide to graph homomorphism.
c) For any graph-property P, au assignment of colours to the nodes (or edges)
of G such that each colour-class induce a graph with property P, has been called a
con<litional colouring by Harary (1985). For example, P may be "k-degenerate",
i.e. all subgraphs have nodes of degree :S k, as studied by Lick and White (1970),
or P may be "without paths of length k", as studied by Chartrand, Geller and
1-ledetniemi ( 1968). The edge-case for the propert.y "circuit-free" has a very satisfactory solution by W. T. Tutte and C. St. J. A. Nash-Williams. It is a special
case of covering a matroid by a minimum number of independent sets, solved by J.
Edmonds (for details, see Chapter 8 of the monograph by Welsh (1976)).
d) Colourings may involve colouring nodes a.nd/or edges and/or faces at the
same time. For example the total chromatic nurnber is the smallest number
of colours in a simultaneous colouring of nodes arn..l edges, where any two incident
or adjacent elements get different colours. For simple graphs Behzad (1965) and
independently Vizing ( 1968) conjectured that ~( G) + 2 colours always suffice in a
9.1

total colouring.
e) Set-colourings of graphs assign to each node a set of r colours, so that
for any edge xy the nodes x and y are assigned disjoint sets. Under the nanH'
set-chron1atic nun1ber, the infimum over r of (the minimum number of colours
divided by r) was studied by Bollobas and Thomason (1979).
f) Finally, a k-flow is an assignment of .a direction and an integer from the
range 1, 2, ... , k - I to each edge of a graph so that at each node the flow out
equals the flow in . For k small, the solutions to k-colouring and k-flow problems
are similar. A good survey was provided by Younge r {1983), and Seymour (1981)
explored the co11nectio11s l.o colourings. The co11cept is due to W. T. Tutte. Tutte
(1949; 1966) posed these attractive conjectures generalizing the five and four colour
theorems.

(9.1) Conjecture. Let G be without a cut consisting of one edge. Then G has
a 5-flow. If G contains no subdivision of the Petersen graph then G has a 4-flow.
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